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E)f(ON NUCLEAR COIVlPANY,Inc.

2181 Hom Rapids Road

P. 0 Box Ug Richland, lYasliinglon 98R52

Phone: (509) 375-8100 Telex: l5-2878

July 18, 1984

JCC:100:84

Dr. Cecil 0. Thomas
Standardization 8 Special Projects Branch
Division of Licensing
Office of Nucl ear Reactor Regul ati on
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUBJECT: XN-NF-82-25(NP)(A), "Generic Mechanical Design Report, Exxon 17xl7
Fuel Assembly,"'dated July 1984

Ref.: (1) Letter, C.O. Thomas (NRC) to R.B. Stout (ENC), "Acceptance for
Referencing of Licensing Topical Report XN-NF-82-25(P),"
dated January 11, 1983

(2) Letter, J.C. Chandler (ENC) to C.O. Thomas (NRC), dated
October 7, 1983; JCC:095:83

Dear Dr. Thomas:

As requested in the Reference (1) letter, enclosed for your use are
fifteen copies of the subject accepted licensing topical report. This report
provides a non-proprietary description of the Exxon Nuclear 17x17 lattice
fuel currently under irradi ation in the D.C. Cook Nuclear Plant, Unit 2. The
complete version of this topical report, including proprietary information,
was submitted by the Reference (2) letter.

If you have any questions regarding this submission, please feel free to
contact me, telephone (509) 375-8639.

gf

8407300204 840718
PDR ADOCK 050003i6
P

'

PDR I I

eeP
J. C. Chandler, Lead Engineer
Reload Fuel Licensing

Enclosure

CC: Mr. David H. Moran (NRC)(w/1)
Mr. J. G. Feinstein (AEP) ~le(u

I i5

ANAFFILIATEOF EXXONCORPORATION



XN-NF-82-25 (NP) (A)

Issue Date: 7/17/84

GENERIC MECHANICAL DESIGN REPORT

EXXON 17 x17 FUEL ASSEMSLY

This is the NRC approved version of Document XN-NF-82-25(P), and has

been prepared in accordance with NRC guidance. (This is a Non Proprietary

verson.)

} ~GN NUCLEAR COMPANY,Inc.

5
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSlON

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

JAN 11 SS3

i//g
'~e

s)our

Dr. Richard B. Stout, Manager
Licensing and Safety Engineering
Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc.
2101 Horn Rapids Road
P. 0. Box 130
Richland, Mashington 99352

Dear Dr. Stout:

Subject: Acceptance for Referencing of Licensing Topical Report
XN-NF-82-25(P)

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has coInpleted its review of the
Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc. (ENC) Licensing Topical Report XN-NF-82-25(P)
entitled 'Generic Mechanical Design Report Exxon 17xl7 Fuel

Assembly'ated

April 1982 and the related response to NRC's request number 1 for
additional information transmitted by letter R. B. Stout (ENC) to
Dr. C. 0. Thomas (NRC) dated November 24, 1982. This licensing topical
report provides a generic suIIIIIary of the design criteria, technical bases,
supporting analysis and test results for the Exxon 17x17 reload fuel for
Mestinghouse reactors. A copy of our safety evaluation is enclosed.

Based on our review of the licensing topical report and the response to
our request for additional information, we conclude there is reasonable
assurance that the ENC 17x17 PMR reload fuel will perform acceptably
under normal and postulated accident conditions.

As a result of our review, we conclude that the Exxon Nuclear Company,
Inc. licensing topical report nuIIIber XN-NF-82-25(P) entitled "Generic
Mechanical Design Report Exxon 17xl7 Fuel Assembly" dated April 1982
as augmented by the ENC response to NRC's request for additional infor-
mation is acceptable for referencing in reload licensing applications
to the extent specified and under the limitations stipulated in the
licensing topical report and the enclosed evaluation. Because part of
the ENC 17xl7 PMR fuel design analysis, as described in XN-NF-82-25,
was performed with the RODEX2 thermal analysis code, which is currently
under review, any applicant desiring to use this type of fuel aust
confirm or redo the following analyses:



Dr. Richard B. Stout w2w
NI 2 583

a.
b.
C ~

d.
e.

Design Strain (SER Section 4.2.3.1(b)).
External Corrosion (SER Section 4.2.3.1(e)).
Rod Press'ure (SER Section 4.2.3.1(h)).
Overheating of Fuel Pellets (SER Section 4.2.3.2(d)).
Pellet Cladding Interactfon (SER Section 4.2.3.2(e)).

fifth regard to theraal hydraulic design analysfs, we have found the DNBR

design criterion and the plant-specific thermal margin evaluation aathod
acceptable. However, the correlation is still under review and
will be addressed fn an appropriate SER scheduled to be issued fn early
1983. Mhen this report fs referenced, the reference est include both
the proprietary and non-proprietary versions.

Me do not intend to repeat our review of this topical report when ft
appears as a reference fn a particular license application, except to
assure that the material presented is applicable to the specific plant
involved. Our acceptance applies only to the features described fn the
topical report and the response to our request for additional information.

In accordance with established procedures (NUREG-0390), ft fs requested
that Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc., publish approved proprietary and non-
proprietary versions of the topical report within three mnths of receipt
of this letter. The accepted versions <est include this letter and the
enclosed evaluation followfng the title page and aast appropriately
incorporate the information fn the initial paragraph above.

Should Nuclear Regulatory Coenfssfon criteria or regulations change, such
that our conclusfons as to the acceptability of the report are invalidated,
Exxon Nuclear Company Inc., and/or the applicants referencing the topical
report will be expected to revise and resubeft their respective documentation
or submft justification for the continued effective applicability of the
topical report without revision of their respective docuaentatfon.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
Evaluation

Cecil 0. Thomas, Chfef
Standardfzatfon 5 Special

Projects Branch
Division of Licensing
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l. Introduction

The Exxon Nuclear Canpany (ENC) 17xl7 fuel assembl',es are ',ntended for use as

reload assemblies in Westinghouse pressurized water reactors (PWRs). The 17xl7

bundle array contains 264 fuel rods, 24 guide tubes, and I instrument tube and

is similar to the 14x14 array (TOPROD) design (Ref. 1) except for an increased

number of gu',de tubes (from 16 to 24) and grid spacers (fran 7 to 8), which

are meant,to ensure adequate strength and stiffness.

The stated purpose of
summary of the design

related to the des',gn

eight major sections,

XN-NF-82-25 is to provide a design descript',on and

criteria, technical bases, analyses and test results
of ENC 17x17 reload fuel. The dociment is d',vided into
as follows:

l. Introduction and SNnmary

2. Fuel System Design Objectives

3. Design Bases

4. Design Description
5. Design Evaluation

6. Thermal Hydraulic Design

7. Testing and Inspection Plan

8. References and Appendices

The topical report thus roughly parallels the format of the NRC Standard

Review Plan (SRP) for the Fuel System Design (Ref.2) with respect to the

mechanical design d',scussion, but the report structure is not identical to
that part of the SRP. To facilitate comparison with the Standard Review Plan,

therefore, most of our SER sections will be numbered like the SRP.

To render a stand-alone generic document for the KNC 17xl7 reload fuel design,

m'ssing information was later supplied during the course of our

review. That information will be incorporated into the approved revised

report along with our safety evaluation.



4.2 Fuel S stem Desi n

The objectives of this fuel system safety review as described in Section 4.2

of the Standard Review Plan are to provide assurance that (a) the fuel system

is not damaged as a result of normal operation and anticipated operational

occurrences, (b) fuel system damage is never so severe as to prevent control

rod insertion when it fs required, (c) the nunber of fuel rod failures is not

underestimated for postulated accidents, and (d) coolability is always ma',n-

tained. "Not damaged's defined as meaning that fuel rods do not fail, that
fuel system dimensions remain within operational tolerances, and that func-

tional capabilities are not reduced below those assumed in the safety analysis.

This objective implements General Design Criterion 10 (Ref. 4), and the design

limits that accomplish this are called Specified Acceptable Fuel Des',gn Lim',ts

(SAFDLs). "Fuel rod failure" means that the fuel rod leaks and that the first
fission product barrier (the cladding) has, therefore, been breached. Fuel

rod failures must be accounted for in the dose analysis required by 10 CFR

Part 100 (Ref. 5) for postulated accidents. "Coolability,'hich is somet',mes

termed "eoolable geometry," means, in general, that the fuel assembly retains

its rod-bundle gemetrical configuration with adequate coolant channeling.to

permit removal or residual heat even after a severe accident. The general

requirements to maintain control rod insertability and core coolability appear

repeatedly in the General Design Criteria (e.g., GDC 27 (Ref. 6) and 35 (Ref.

7)). Specific coolabflity requirements for the loss-of-coolant accidents are

given in 10 CFR Part 50.46 (Ref. 8).

To meet the above stated objectives of the fuel system rev',ew, the follow',ng

specific areas are critically examined: (a) design bases, (b) descr',ption and

design drawings, (c) design evaluation, and (d) testing, inspection, and

surveillance plans. In assessing the adequacy of the des',gn, several items

involving operating experience, prototype testing, and analytical predictions

are weighed in terms of specific acceptance cr',teria for fuel system damage,

fuel rod failure, and fuel coolability. Exxon's fuel system design objectives,
as presented in Section 2.0 of XN-NF-82-25, include the four review object ves



presented above and, in addition, include two additional object',ves that are

of special ',nterest to reload fuel; viz., that (a) the fuel assemblies are

designed to withstand loads as a result of in-plant handling and shipping, and

(b) the mechanical and hydraulic design of fuel assemblies will be compatible

with coresident fuel and the reactor core internals to achieve acceptable

flow d',stribution including bypass flow such that heat transfer requirements

are met for all licensed modes of operation. These latter two design

objectives are consistent with not only the review objectives of SRP Section

4.2 but also with the requirements of the "Standard Format" (Ref. 9) and SRP

Section 4.4, Thermal and Hydraulic Design, respectively.

Design bases for the safety analysis address fuel system damage mechanisms and

suggest limiting values for important parameters such that damage will be

limited to acceptable levels. For convenience, we group acceptance criter'a
for these design lim',ts nto three categor',es in the Standard Review Plan:

(a) fuel system damage criteria, which are most applicable to normal oper-

ation, including ant',c pated operational occurrences (AOOs), (b) fuel rod

failure criteria, which apply to normal operation, AOOs, and accidents, and

(c) fuel coolability criteria, which apply to accidents.

4.2.1.1 Fuel S stem Dama e Criter'.a

In the following paragraphs we review the design bases and corresponding

design limits for the damage mechanisms listed in the Standard Rev-'.ew Plan.

These design lim ts along with certa',n criter',a that def',ne failure (see

Section 4.2. 1.2 of th's SER) constitute the Specif',ed Acceptable Fuel Design

L mits (SAFDLs) required by General Design Criterion 10.

(a) Claddin Desi n Stress

The design basis for fuel rod cladding stress, as prov ded in

XN-NF-82-25, s that the fuel system will not be damaged due to fuel

cladding stresses exceeding mater-al capab lity. The cladd',ng steady-



state primary and secondary stresses (provided in Table 3.1 of
XN-NF»82-25) meet the 1977 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Section III (Ref. 11) requirements; for instance, the design lim'.t for
unirradiated general primary membrane stress is 2/3 yield strength or
1/3 ultimate strength. As indicated in SRP subsection 4.2.II.A.1,
stress limits that are obtained by methods similar to those in Section
III of the ASME Code are acceptable. The 2/3 yield strength and 1/3
.ult',mate strength tensile primary membrane stress limits are cons',stent
with the ASME code and are traditional limits cons'.stent with previous
ENC design practice. These limits are, therefore, acceptable.

(b) Claddin Desi n Strain

The design basis for fuel rod steady-state cladding strain, as the basis
is provided in Section 3.1.3 of the topical report, is to prevent cladd',ng
failure due to plastic instability or localization of strain. To satisfy
that design basis, the total mean c',rcumferent'.al cladding strain for
steady-state cond',t',ons is limited to 1% at end-of-1'.fe (EOL).

For transient condit:ons, and at fast fluences above a specified value,
ENC proposed to use a reduced stress (not strain) limit to reduce the
probability of stress-corrosion cracking (SCC)-induced pellet/cladding
interaction (PCI). The stress limit is based upon a correlation with
Studsv'.k ramp data that is reported to ind',cate that cladding fa'.lures
will not occur below a part',cular stress value as calculated using ENC

fuel performance codes. In effect, ENC is proposing a new PCI failure
criterion based upon cl'add',ng stress. Inasmuch as the NRC is
rev'ew'.ng PCI generically and has at this t',me only one PCI-related
stra',n cr',ter on of limited appl',cat',on, viz., IX cladd ng strain, we

cannot cadent on the proposed new ENC PCI failure cr ter',on except to
state that we understand that it corresponds to a calculated
transient strain that is well below the lX limit specified in the

Standard Review Plan. On that bas',s, therefore, the Exxon SCC-type PCI

stress cr terion may be used while the issue of PCI rece',ves continued

generic study and other PCI criteria and models are considered.
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The strain fatigue criteria provided in topical report Section 3.1.5 are

the same as those described in SRP Section 4.2, viz., a safety factor of
and are, therefore, accept-

able.

(4)

Although the Standard Review Plan does not provide numerical bound',ng

value acceptance criteria for frett',ng wear, it does stipulate that the

allowable fretting wear should be stated in in the safety analys',s and

that the stress and fat',gue limits should presume the existence of this
wear. Exxon's design bas'.s for fretting corrosion and wear is that fuel
rod failures due to frett',ng shall not occur. Wh',le Exxon does not use

a specific numerical value for a fretting wear 1',mit in the fuel rod

stress and fatigue analysis, it is clear fran the discussion in Section

3.1.6 of XN-NF-82-25 that the grid spacers are des gned to prevent
s',gn',ficant frett'.ng wear. Therefore, since frett',ng wear is addressed

in the des',gn analysis, we conclude that the des',gn method is acceptable.

(e) External Corrosion and Crud Bu',ldu

Exxon's design basis for cladding ox',dation and crud buildup is
to prevent significant degradation of cladding strength and unacceptable

temperature increases due to corrosion product bu'.ldup. Nth these

considerat'.ons, Exxon specifies.a maximum cladding external temperature

to limit overall corrosion, while an external corros'.on layer th',ckness

is specif ed on the grounds that the degree of corros on specif',ed w'.ll

not sign ficantly affect design margins (i.e., increase cladding stresses

above allowable levels). The Standard Rev',ew Plan does not provide

numer cal limits for, cladding temperature or degree of ox',dation for normal

operat',on. However, Exxon's proposed limits appear conservative, and

we thus conclude that they are acceptable and meet the ',ntent of the SRP.



With respect to hydriding, the design basis stated in Section 5.1.2 of
the topical report is that the as-fabricated and end-of-life cladding
hydrogen levels are limited to prevent adverse effects on the mechanical
behavior of the cladd',ng due to hydriding. Exxon has establ'.shed a

hydrogen limit for the cladding to assure that the design basis is.
satisfied. Based on referenced data and operating experience
the hydrogen design limit is acceptable.

[f) ~d

Fuel rod bowing is a phenomemon that can alter the p'.tch between

ad)acent fuel rods and affect local nuclear power peak'.ng and heat

transfer. The ENC design basis for fuel rod bowing, expressed in
Section 3.1.11 of XN-NF-82-25, is that lateral displacement of the fuel
rods shall not be of sufficient magnitude to impact nuclear or thermal

margins. ENC does not place design lim'.ts on the amount of bowing that
is permitted, and the Standard Review Plan does not requ',re set values.
It is suffic".'ent that ENC addresses the effects of bowing fn the nuclear
and thermal analysis.

(g) Axial Growth

Axial entension of the fuel rods results from both irradiation growth

and pellet/cladding interaction. Excessive ax al extension of fuel rods

is a concern because it can interfere with the tie plates and result in
excessive rod bowing or other damage. Moreover, axial extens',on of guide
tubes could result fn solid contact with the reactor core plates and

possibly cause fuel assembly bowing.

The ENC design bas'.s for 17x17 PMR fuel is that an assembly must have

sufficient ax',al clearance between the t'.e plates and the fuel rods to
preclude contact throughout the design 1',fe. ENC has established a

beginning-of-life (80L) cold clearance requ rement, as a fraction of
fuel column height, as a design lim',t to'account for ax',al growth. The

design bas',s and limit meet the guidelines of paragraph (e) of SRP

Section 4.2. II.A.1 and are, therefore, acceptable.



(h) Fuel Rod Pressures

Section 4.2 of the SRP identifies excessive fuel rod internal pressure

as a potential fuel system damage mechanism. In this sense, damage is
defined as an increased potential for elevated temperatures within the

rod as well as an increased potential for cladding failures. Because

traditional analytical methods for fuel performance analysis do not

adequately treat the effects of net outward stress on the cladding and

because these effects (e.g., unstable high fuel temperatures and

ballooning during DNB events) might be important, the Standard Review

Plan calls for rod pressures to remain below nominal system pressure

during normal operation unless otherwise justified. As indicated in
Section 3.1.1.0 of XN-NF-82-25, the ENC 17x17 fuel rods are designed

such that the internal gas pressure of the fuel rods does not exceed the

coolant pressure, so the Standard Rev',ew Plan acceptance criterion is
satisfied.

(i) Assembl Liftoff

It is specified in SRP Section 4.2. IIA.1(g) that worst-case hydraulic

loads for normal operation, which includes antic'.pated operational

occurrences, should not exceed the fuel assembly's holddown capability.
The design basis for ENC 17x17 fuel assembly holddown, as provided 'n
subsect',on 3.4.4 of XN-NF-82-25, is that the springs, when

compressed by the upper core plate during reactor operation, will pro-

vide a net positive downward force during steady-state operation, based

on the most adverse combination of component dimensional and mater',al

property tolerances. It is evident that the stated design bas'.s ',s.

cons'.stent with the Standard Rev',ew Plan and is, therefore, acceptable.

4.2.1.2 Fuel Rod Failure Criter',a

The NRC staff's evaluation of fuel rod failure thresholds for the failure
mechanisms listed in the SRP is presented in the follow',ng paragraphs. When

these failure thresholds are applied to normal or trans'.ent operations, they



are used as limits (and hence SAFDLs), since fuel failures under those con-

ditions should not occur (according to the traditional conservative interpret-
ation of GDC 10). When these thresholds are applied to accident analyses,

'hey are used to determine the number of fuel failures for input to the radio-
logical dose calcu'lations required by 10 CFR 100. The basis or reason for
estab'lishfng these failure thresholds is thus predetermined, and only the
threshold values are reviewed below.

(a) Internal H dridfn
Hydriding as a cladding failure mechanism is precluded by controll',ng
the level of moisture and other hydrogenous impurities during fabric-
ation. As stated in the Standard Review Plan, the mo',sture level for
Zircaloy-clad uranium oxide fuel should not exceed 20 ppm. The current
industry standard (Ref. 12) for U02 fuel pellets, provided in terms of
an equivalant hydrogen content, is 2 ppm (i.e., 2 mgH/gU). Exxon's

fabrication limit for total hydrogen in the fuel pellets is less than

the industry standard and SRP acceptance criterion and is, thus, accept-
able. As noted in XN-NF-82-25, sufficent samples are taken to assure

that this design 1',mit is met with a probability of 95K at a confidence
level of 95K.

In addition to the limit on fuel pellet moisture (hydrogen) content,
Exxon utilizes a design limit for cladding hydrogen level. As noted in
Section 4.2.l.le of the SER, we find that limit acceptable, based on

referenced data and operat',ng exper',ence.

(b) Cladd:n Colla se

If axial gaps in the fuel pellet column were to occur due to
densification, the cladding would have the potential of collapsing
into the gaps (i.e., flattening). Because of the large local strains
associated with such collapse, the cladding is assumed to fail. As

ind',cated in XN-NF-82-25, Exxon treats creep collapse as tantamount



to failure. This approach is in agreement with the Standard Review

plan and is, thus, acceptable.

(c) Overheatin of Claddin

As stated in SRP Section 4.2. II.A.2, it has been traditional. practice to

assume that failures will not occur if the thermal margin criterion is
satisfied. The design basis for Exxon 17x17 fuel rod cladding over-

heating, as provided in Section 3. 1.12 of Xt)-HF-85-25, is that transition
boiling shall be prevented. In Section 6.1 of the report, it is specified

that avoidance of boiling transition for the 1',miting fuel rod in the

core is at a 95 confidence level with at least a 95K probability. A

minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (HDNBR) of using

critical heat flux correlation, is said to satisfy the 95/95

statistical criterion. The cladding overheating design basis and limit
are consistent with the thermal margin acceptance cr",'terion of SRP

Section 4.2 and are thus acceptable from the standpo',nt of fuel mechanical

design. The review of thermal/hydraulics design methods (e.g., the

critical heat flux correlation) is outside the scope of the fuel system

design evaluation and is not addressed here. (See Sect'.on 4.4.)

(d) Overheatin of Fuel Pellets
'

For, radiolog cal dose. calculat onal purposes, it has been regulatory

practice to assume that fuel rod failure will occur if fuel pellet
centerline melting takes place. Th',s conservat";ve assumption provides

assurance that axial or radial relocation of molten fuel will not occur

and that contact of molten fuel with the cladding will thus be precluded.

As a des'.gn basis, therefore, Exxon has established that the fuel center-

line temperature should be below the melting po',nt of the pellets during

normal operation and anticipated operational trans',ents.



The design limit corresponding to the above design basis is that the

peak linear heat generation rate (LHGR) during normal operation and

anticipated transients will not result in calculated centerline melting,
taking into consideration burnup effects on the melting point of the

fuel. The design limit is an acceptable representation of the design

basis.

(e) Pellet/Cl add n Interaction

Fuel rod failures due to pellet/cladding interaction tend to occur as

the fuel pellets expand and exert stresses on the cladding during power

increases. Although the exact meehan',sms that contr',bute to PCI damage

have not been established beyond doubt, operating experience indicates
that irradiated Zircaloy does not always accanmodate such stresses well,
particularly when the Zircaloy has been exposed to certa',n embrittling
(stress-corrosion) fiss'.on product spec',es such as iod'.ne or cadm',um.

II

Although generally appl',cable regulatory criteria for PCI failure have

not been established, two acceptance cr',teria of lim',ted application are

presented in SRP Section 4.2.II.A.2 for PCI: (a) I» transient-induced

cladding strain, and (b) no centerline melting. S',nce Et)C utilizes the

no centerline melting as a design basis for preclud',ng fuel pellet
overheating (see SER Sec-tion 4.2.1.2 (d)), the no melting PCI acceptance

criterion is automatically satisfied. (See Section 4.2.1.1.b for a

discussion of PCI-induced strain).

- Zircaloy cladding will burst (rupture) under certa'.n caabinations of
temperature, heating rate, and d',fferential pressure. While there are

no specific design limits associated with cladd'.ng rupture, the requ'.re-

ments of Appendix K to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 13) must be ~t as those requ'.re-

ments relate to the incidence of rupture during a LOCA. The ECCS correl-
ation used by Exxon is an approved model , and the objectives

of paragraph (h) of SRP Section 4.2.II.A.2 are, thus, satisfied.
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(g) Mechanical Fractur',n

The term "mechanical fracture" refers to a fuel rod defect that is
caused by an externally applied force, such as a hydraulic load or a

load derived from core-plate motion. The Exxon design bas s for PWR

17xl7 fuel assembly mechanical fracturing is that the assemblies must

withstand the external loads due to all events (earthquakes and postu-

lated pipe breaks are the most limiting) without fracture of the cladding.

The design limit applied by ENC is that the stresses due to postulated

accidents in combination with the normal steady-state fuel rod stresses

shall not exceed the normal cladding design stress limits as descr bed

in Section 4.2. 1.1(a) of this SER. This is a conservative approach and

is thus acceptable.

4.2.1.3 Fuel Coolabilit Cr teria

For major accidents in which severe fuel damage might occur, core coolability
must be ma',ntained as required by several General Des',gn Criteria (e.g. GDCs

27 and 35). In the following paragraphs we review limits that will assure

that coolability is maintained for the severe damage mechanisms listed ',n

Section 4.2 of the Standard Rev',ew Plan.

(z) Fra mentation of Embrittled Claddin

To meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 8) as it relates to

cladding embrittlement for a LOCA, acceptance cr',teria of 2200'F on peak

cladding temperature and 17» on maximum local cladd ng oxidation must be

met. As indicated n Exxon employs these cr teria .

(b) V'.olent Ex ulsion of Fuel

In severe reactivity-initiated acc dents such as a PWR control rod

ejection, the large and rapid deposition of energy in the fuel can

result in melting, fragmentation, and d spersal of fuel. The mechanical

action associated with fuel dispersal can be suff',c.'ent to destroy the

cladding and rod bundle geometry of the fuel and to produce pressure
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pulses in the primary system. To meet the gu',delines of Regulatory Guide

1.77 (Ref. 15) as it relates to preventing widespread fragmentat',on and

dispersal of the fuel and avoiding the generation of pressure pulses in
the primary system of a PWR, a radially averaged enthalpy limit of 280

cal/g should be observed. As indicated in , ENC employs the 280

cal/g criterion.

(c) Claddin Burst Strain and Flow Blocka e

To meet the requirements of Appendix K of 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1) as ft
relates to swelling, the burst strain and flow blockage that result from

cladding balloon'.ng (swelling) must be taken into account in the analysis

of cladding oxidation and peak cladding temperature. Burst stra',n and

flow blockage models must be based on applicable data in such a way that
the resultant degree of cladding swelling is not underestimated. There

are no spec',fic design limits assoc',ated with balloon'.ng. The correl-
ations, used by Exxon are described in

(d) Structural Dama e from External Forces

Earthquakes and postulated pipe breaks in the reactor coolant system

would result in external forces on the fuel assembly. The ENC 17x17 fuel

design basis, provided in Section 3.4.2 of XN-NF-85-25, for earthquakes

and postulated pipe breaks, is that the fuel assembly shall mainta'.n

eoolable (rod-1',ke) geaaetry and control rod insertability during, the

occurrence of a design basis seismic/LOCA event. Th'.s basis is con-

sistent with the objective stated in the Standard Rev',ew Plan and '.s,

therefore, acceptable.

4.2.2 Descr', tion and Des'. n Drawin s

The ENC 17x17 PWR fuel assembly design is described in Section 4.0 of
XN-NF-82-25. Additional information is provided in Some design

features that d',ffer fran previous ENC PWR designs for West',nghouse reactors
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include the array (17x17 vs 14x14 and 15x15), number of grid spacers (8

vs 7), increased number of guide tubes (24 vs 16), and smaller diameter rods

on a smaller pitch. Enough information is provided in sufficient detail ',n

the XN-NF-82-25 report and supplemental references to provide a reasonably

accurate and acceptable representation of the design.

4.2.3 Desi n Evaluat',on

Section 4.2.1 of this safety evaluat',on was used to present design bases and

limits. In this section, we discuss Exxon's methods of demonstrating that the

17x17 fuel design meets the design acceptance criteria that have been established.
This section will, therefore, parallel Sect";on 4.2.1 of th',s safety evaluat',on

report point-by-point. Methods of demonstrating that the acceptance cr'teria
have been met include operating experience, prototype testing, and analytical
predictions.

4.2.3.1 Fuel S stem Dama e Evaluation

(a) Cladd',n Desi n Stress

As ind',cated in Section 5.4.1 of XN-NF-82-25, the steady-state pr'.mary

membrane stresses (produced by the coolant pressure and fuel rod ',nternal

gas pressure) for the EHC 17x17 fuel rods are calculated by the

equation recommended by Pr',mary bend',ng

stresses are calculated with an equation developed by

The cladd',ng thermal stresses are calculated us',ng standard equat',ons

descr',bed by and ,. Other

stresses, such as those caused by meehan',cal bow between spacers and

flow-induced vibration stresses are also considered and calculated us'.ng

convent'.onal models descr',bed in the open literature
Contact stresses at spacer spr'ng locations are'alculated using a

commerc',ally available general purpose fin',te element code

Inasmuch as standard analytical models were used and no steady-state
stress limits were exceeded, we conclude that the des',gn cr'.teria for
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the ENC 17x17 fuel rod cladding stresses are satisfied for steady-state
(normal operation) conditions. For transients, ramping stresses are
discussed in the section dealing with PCI.

(b) Claddin Desi n Strain

For cladding steady-state strain calculations, Exxon uses the
code , which is an fnterative calculational procedure that
considers the thermal-hydraulic environment at the cladding'urface, the
pressure inside the cladding, and the thermal, mechanical, and compositional
state of the fuel and cladding. .Calculations were performed for what
is believed to be the worst expected fuel rod power and fast flux history
to determine cladding strain. Nth the min',mum design pellet-to-cladding
gap and the maximum fuel density, the calculated maximum end-of-1',fe
(EOL) steady-state strain was within the design limit of 1.0%. Based on

the calculations, therefore, the ENC 17xl7 fuel assembly stra',n
design limit appears to be met.

The code is the latest of a series of thermal analysis and

meehan',cal response codes developed by Exxon. It is intended to replace

, which has been available for impor tant
licensing calculations since 1978 and which was used to prov',de input to

, which is an unrev',ewed precursor to Because

the review has not been canpleted, the NRC staff will require
that licensees using the ENC 17x17 fuel confirm or redo the strain
analysis using an approved model. is in an advanced stage of
review , with completion of the rev',ew antic',paCed in the next
few months.

In addition to the transient strain analyses discussed ',n SER Section

4.2.3.2e, a fatigue usage factor for the cladding was calculated. The

calculat'.ons were based upon assumed duty
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cycles (summarized in Table 5.5 of XN-NF-82-25). Cladding stress

amplitudes for the various power cycles were determined using an

unreviewed code called , wh',ch calculates the pellet/
cladding interaction during a power ramp. The power ramp rate was

assumed to follow ENC's precondition'.ng recommend-

ations. An assumed total strain concentration factor was appl',ed to

account for possible stress concentration in the cladd',ng. The allow-

able number of cycles, determined from a fatigue design curve (based on

a safety factor of that
takes into account the maximum mean stress, ',ndicated that the total
usage factor was less than ENC's design acceptance cr terion for the

maximum cumulative usage factor . Although neither or,

are approved models or procedures, we do not bel',eve their rev',ew ',s

warranted at this time, and in light of the favorable results reported,

we conclude that the ENC 17x17 fuel design criter',on for cladd'.ng strain

fatigue has been sat',sfied and that the fatigue analys',s ',s acceptable.

As indicated in Section 3.1.6 of XN-NF-82-25, a w',de variety of ENC

designs have been tested for fretting wear. Wear depths are reported to

be typically less than , with the wear due primar',ly to fuel rod

loading and reloading rather than fuel rod motion dur',ng the test. No

correlation has been observed between wear and test time, and exam',nation

of a large number of irradiated rods has reportedly not revealed wear

significantly different from that observed in the prototype tests descr',bed

We conclude, therefore, that the ENC 17xl7 fuel rods

will perform adequately with respect to fretting wear.

Frett',ng wear has also sometimes been observed 'on the nner surfaces of
guide thimble tubes where the fully w',thdrawn control rods reside.

Significant wear is limited to the relatively soft Z-:rcaloy-4 guide
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thimble tubes because the Inconel or stainless steel control rod claddings
'rerelatively wear resistant. The extent of the wear is both time-

dependent and plant-dependent and has in some non-Westinghouse cases

extended completely through the guide thimble tube wall. To a firs't
approximation, however, the propensity for guide thimble tube wear in
Exxon reload fuel should be equivalent to Westinghouse fuel in the same

plant. Examinations on Exxon fuel that was discharged from H.

B. Robinson Unit 2 in fact revealed no through-wall wear or major differ-
ences in the wear from that which was measured (Ref. 33) on Westinghouse

fuel that had been discharged from Point Beach Units I and 2. Of the
100 guide thimble tubes examined by eddy current testing, only 11 had

detectable wear. Therefor e, as discussed in Ref. 34, we conclude that
(a) the degree of guide tube wear measured by Exxon '.s acceptable, (b)
the degree of wear in the Exxon fuel is similar to that in Westinghouse

fuel, and (c) the issue of guide thimble wear in Exxon-fueled Westing-

house-NSSS plants has been adequately resolved.

(e) Oxidation H dridin and Crud Buildu

The buildup of a corrosion film on the outer surface of a fuel rod

during irradiation impedes heat transfer and results in higher temper-

'atures throughout the fuel rod. In the ENC fuel rod thermal analys.s,
this corros',on f'.lm is comprised of two distinct components: (I) an

inner cceponent consisting of a zircon',um oxide (Zr02) f'.lm, wh',ch is
relatively thin and adherent, and (2) an outer component consist',ng of
hydrated oxides and hydroxides of the structural mater',als in the pr',mary

coolant system. The effects of the Zr02 f',lm thermal resistance are

included in the by calculat',on of film con-

ductivity as inversely proportional to the oxide th ckness, wh',ch is
also calculated by , and proport'onal to the ox de film's con-

duct',vity. Using the code in this manner, the max'.mum oxide .

layer thickness, resultant cladding temperature increase, and maximum

cladding external temperature were well below the limits
specif',ed in Section 5.1.1 of XN-NF-82-25. Because the rev ew
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has not been completed, the NRC staff will require that licensees using
"the 17xl7 fuel confirm or redo this analysis using an approved model.

With regard to crud, wh',ch bu',lds a film on the surface of the fuel and

cladding, ENC considers the crud to be so loose, fluffy, and hydrated
that little thermal resistance results and, therefore, the affects of
crud are ignored While we believe that the effects of crud
on fuel rod overheating may be negligible early ',n life, we would expect
the propensity for crud bu ldup to increase with service time in reactor.
We will, therefore, consider this issue as part of our ongo.ng generic
study of the effects of extended burnup on ENC fuel designs as reported
in Exxon's topical report on extended burnup.

With regard to hydrogen absorption, EHC cons',ders (a) the initial
concentration of hydrogen in the as-fabricated cladding, (b) the
concentration of hydrogen in the cladding due to internal sources such

as the fuel, and (c) the concentration of hydrogen in the cladding due

to external sources such as the coolant in de ermin',ng the net weight of
hydrogen in the cladding (in ppm). The pr.'mary cons',deration in deter-
mining the cladding hydrogen concentration is ~udged by Exxon to be the
contr',bution from external sources. That contr.'bution '.s treated as a

function of the oxide film th'ckness on the external surface of the
cladding (see report Section 5.2.5).

The net weight fraction of hydrogen in the cladding ',s predicted to be

about a third of the design 1',mit for the 17xl7 fuel design. There is
reasonable assurance, therefore, that hydrid ng of the fuel rod cladd ng

w'.ll not be a problem with the ENC 17x17 fuel.

(f) ~Rod Bowin

EHC has a data base of several thousand rod-to-rod and rod-to-guide-tube
spac',ng measurements on irradiated EHC PMR fuel fran 3 PWRs and a somewhat

smaller data base on BWR 7x7 and 8x8 fuel rods. EHC has used these measure-
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ments to establish an empirical model for pred',cting rod-to-rod gap

closure as a function of burnup The model, which is used to
calculate thermal .limits, has recently been rev ewed and approved

(Ref. 36b). We conclude, therefore, that Exxon's rod-to-rod gap closure
model in acceptable but a plant-specific analysis must be performed to
determine an appropriate DNBR penalty.

(g) Ax',al Growth

The BOL cold clearance requirement that Exxon uses to assume adequate

axial clearance between tie plates and fuel rods (see d'.scussion in SER

Section 4.2.l.l.g) is based on a correlation and on

growth measurements on irradiated ENC fuel rods. Exxon also asserts
that, in the case of guide tubes, the metallurgical cond',t'.on of the ENC

Zircoloy-4 minim',zes the irradiation growth.

While calculat',ons based on alone would not prov',de sufficient
assurance of the adequacy of the axial growth pred',ct',ons for ENC 17x17

fuel (because, as acknowledged by Exxon, axial growth would be expected
to be related to var',able tubing parameters such as texture), the ex',st-
ence of good ENC measurements on irradiated tubing of s'.milar metallurgical
texture and characteristics supports the conclusion that the clearance
requ',rement will be met). Therefore,,we find the EKC analysis of 17x17

fuel assembly growth to be acceptable.

(h) Fuel Rod Pressure

To calculate fuel rod internal pressure for the 17x17 fuel des',gn, EKC

used the w',th an ENC-developed model for f:ss on

gas release. The calculated EOL internal pressure, reported in Secton
5.10 of XK-NF-82-25, '.s psi, which ',s well below reactor system
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pressure. Because the rev',ew has not been completed, however, the

NRC staff will require that licensees using ENC 17x17 fuel confirm or
redo the rod pressure analysis with an approved code.

(i) Assembl iiftoff

In response to a staff question on assembly liftoff, ENC stated
that a 20 percent overspeed trans',ent might produce a 44 percent increase
in hydraulic loading of the fuel assembly and could result ',n a temporary

liftoffof some fuel assemblies. According to ENC analyses, the maximum

liftoffheight would be inches, which is a small fraction of the

spacer and tie plate heights. Because the total deflection and load are
within the elastic range of the spr',ng system, a posit',ve holddown force
would obtain upon return to nominal flow and hydraulic load. We conclude,

therefore, that fuel assembly liftoffhas been adquately addressed in
the ENC 17xl7 fuel design.

4.2.3.2 Fuel Rod Failure Evaluation

(a) Internal H dridin

As indicated in Sect'.on 3.1.8 of XN-NF 82-25, Exxon uses hydrogen control
limits in the manufacture of reactor fuel. And, as ind',cated ',n Section
5.2.8 of that report, the EOC cladding hydrogen level is predicted to be

about a third of the design limit, which, in turn, ',s based on data that
showed that the comb'.ned effects of hydriding and irr',dation to not
appear to be sign',ficant in the range of hydrogen concentrat''ons approach'.ng

the ENC'imit We, therefore, conclude that reasonable

assurance has been provided that hydr;ding as a fuel fa',lure mechanism

w',ll not be s'.gnif',cant in the ENC 17x17 PWR fuel.
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(b) Claddfn Colla se

The previously approved ENC cladding collapse procedure util;zes the

. code to determine the cladding ovality in unsupported

regions of the fuel pellet column to establish that the accumulation of
creep ovality does not result fn cladding collapse. Using that procedure,

the calculated instantaneous cladding collapse pressure is usually shown

to remain greater than the d',fferent'.al pressure between the reactor
coolant system and the fuel rod.

The procedure does not, however, evaluate the likelihood or extent of
pellet separation, and in the new ENC creep collapse calculational
procedure Exxon contends that practical means of limiting pellet separ-

ation have been established, that cladding flattening cannot occur in
the absence of large gaps, and that the conservatism of considering an

infinite length of unsupported cladding may, therefore, be removed. The

major'eans used to limit pellet separation consists of a plenum spring,
which is placed above the fuel pellet column in each fuel rod; a pr',mary

purpose of the spring is to provide a posit',ve compressive force on the

fuel column throughout the densification phase of the fuel life.

In ENC's revised creep collapse calculational procedure, creep ovality
is analyzed as usual with the , but uniform cladding

creepdown is obtained us',ng ~ and the two values are

combined to provide the total fuel pellet-to-cladding gap closure as a

function of burnup. If the comb',ned creepdown does not exceed the

initial minimal by the t',me the fuel
achieves a given burnup, Exxon assumes that pellet hangups due to

cladd',ng creepdown will not occur (because densificat'.on of the U02

pellets will be essent',ally completed and the plenum spr',ngs will have

closed any ax',al gaps).

The revised cladding collapse calculational procedure is described in an

Exxon topical report on extended burnup ., which is under review

as part of a generic study. S'.nce neither the review nor the
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extended burnup reviews have been completed, we will require each

licensee using the ENC 17xl7 fuel to provide, prior to the second cycle
of operation, an analysis using approved methods that shows that creep

collapse will not occur to the target burnup.

(c) Overheatin of Claddin

As indicated in SRP Section 4.2. II.A.2, adequate cooling is assumed to
exist when the thermal margin to limit the departure from nucleate

boiling (DNB) in the core is satisfied. The analysis of margins to

boiling transition, f.e., minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio
(MDNBR), is performed on a plant-specific basis and is, therefore, not
discussed here. See Section 4.4 of this SER.

(d) Overheatin of Fuel Pellets

According to information presented in Section 6.3 of XN-NF-82-25, the

peak design linear heat generation rates (LHGR) calculated with the

for ENC 17x17 fuel are expected to be about

less than the values for other ENC PWR reload fuel and about one-third
less than the steady-state LHGR required for centerl',ne meltina. The

analyses assume the coincidence of maximum power peak',ng and the worst

engineering tolerances that would maximize the resistance to heat transfer
from the fuel rod to the coolant The peak power was calculated

to be well below the power level required for U02 centerline
melting under control rod withdrawal or misoperation conditions (see SRP

Sections 15.4.1, 15.4.2, and 15.4.3). The effect of gadolinia add',tions

on UO2 melting is descr',bed in Reference 41 (but ENC does not use gadolinia
poison in the 17x17 fuel assembly design at this t me). We conclude

that the centerline melt criterion has been satisfied for the ENC 17xl7

fuel design.
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(e) Pel 1 et Cl add', n Interaction

There are two PCI criteria in current use in licensing of PMR fuel,
viz., (1) no (centerline) U02 melting and (2) I-percent cladding plastic
strain. Fuel melting is addressed in SER subsection 4.2.3.2d, and as

indicated, the no-fuel-melting criterion is not violated.

Mith regard to cladding transient-induced strain, it ',s indicated in
Section 5.1.3 of XN-NF-82-25 that ENC utilizes a strain limit up to a

given, relatively low, fast fluence level, and that above that fluence
level, the strain limit is replaced with a stress lim',t. This design

approach is a significant departure from that used for the ENC TOPROD

design , and it does not satisfy the Standard Review Plan accept-
ance cr',terion for PCI transient strain.

In response to a staff question (0490.19), however, Exxon

stated that the SRP I" transient strain limit would not be exceeded. It
was pointed out that the proposed stress 1',mit for higher fluences

Studsvik ramp data) corresponded to a strain level that was well below

the 1% strain acceptance criterion. These stresses and strains are

calculated w',th the with input from

Although these codes may not precisely calculate the actual stresses and

strains in the cladding, they do provide ENC with an eng',neering assessment

of the likelihood for PCI failure based upon comparison with available
failure data. Because the rev',ew has not been completed, however,

the NRC staff will require 1',censees using ENC 17x17 fuel to conf',rm the

statement that 1% stra n will not be exceeded us'.ng an approved code.

It is notable that Exxon considers stress corrosion cracking (SCC) to be

the principal PCI failure meehan',sm 'encountered dur'.ng changes in
reactor operation conditions" and addresses cladding design features

(such as texture, th',ckness, and internal surface roughness) and pellet
design features (such as L/0 ratio, density, disk volume, and shoulder
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configuration) as factors that can affect PCI resistance. While we

bel',eve such features should help to lessen susceptability to PCI

failure, we do not believe that there is sufficient ev',dence available
to conclude that SCC is the predominant PCI failure mechanism or that
other PCI mechanisms may not play a prominent role, especially during
short-term transients. PCI will, therefore, continue to receive generic

study.

(f} ~idden

Although the EXC cladding rupture temperature model described in
NN-NF-82-25 was approved as an integral part of the ENC ECCS model

>, the NRC staff has concluded (Ref. 42) that the model is
nonconservative over some regions of applicab',lity. Because the require-
ments of Appendix K to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 13) must be met as those requ',re-

ments relate to the incidence of rupture during a LOCA, ENC elected to
replace its previous approved ECCS cladd',ng swelling and rupture model

with that proposed in NUREG-0630 (Ref. 42) for fuel rod temper-

atures below 950'C. Above 950'C, ENC modified the NUREG-0630 model

based upon add',tional data obta',ned after NUREG-0630 was issued. The

NRC staff has recently completed review of the new ENC swelling and

rupture model , and the model has been approved with mod',f',c-

ations (Ref. 44). We conclude that cladding swell:ng and rupture has

been adequately addressed for ENC 17x17 fuel.

(g) Mechanical Fracturin

The analysis for mechanical fracturing is usually done as part of the

structural damage analysis. See Secton 4.2.3.3(d) of this SER.

4.2.3.3 Fuel Coolab:1',t Evaluation

In the following paragraphs is discussed the staff's evaluation of the ability
of Exxon's 17x17 fuel to meet the coolability criter',a ',n Sect',on 4.2. 1.3.
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(a) Fra mentation of Embrittled Claddin

The primary degrading effect of a significant degree of cladding
oxidation is embrittlement. Such embrittled cladding will have a

reduced ductil',ty and resistance to fragmentation. The most severe

manifestation of such embr ttlement occurs during a LOCA. The overall
effects of cladding embrittlement on the ENC 17x17 design for the
loss-of-coolant accident are analyzed in and are not
reviewed here.

One of the most significant analytical methods that is used to provide
input to the LOCA analysis is the steady-state fuel performance code,

which is reviewed under Section 4.2 of the SRP. This code provides fuel
pellet temperatures (stored energy) and fuel rod gas inventor es for the
ECCS evaluation model as prescr ibed by Appendix K (Ref. 13) to 10 CFR

50. The code accounts for fuel thermal conductivity, fuel dens ficat on,

gap conductance, fuel swelling, cladd'ing creep, and other phenomena that
affect the initial stored energy. A licensee using the ENC 17x17 fuel
must confirm that an NRC-approved fuel performance code was used to
provide '.nput for the plant ECCS analysis.

(b)''.olent Ex ulsion of Fuel Material

Exxon has generically evaluated the rod eject'.on accident w',th the
'procedures described in the ENC Generic Rod Ejection Analysis Report

Using conservat',ve assumptions, the pellet energy depos t on

for an ejected rod has been evaluated for standard ENC fuel for a typ cal
PWR cycle } and was found to be well below the 280 cal/g 1'.m t

hot full power at BOL). While is st 11 under

review and thus has not yet been approved for safety analyses related to
licens',ng applications, the rev'.ew has progressed to a po',nt where t
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appears that no significant problems will be identified. Therefore,
inasmuch as the maximum energy depos',tion was less than the Regu-

latory Guide (Ref. 15) value of 280 cal/g for coolabil',ty for a typical
PWR standard fuel reload 'analysis performed with the ENC generic rod

ejection model, we conclude that there is reasonable assurance that
control rod ejection should not be a,problem with the ENC 17xl7 fuel
design.

(c) Claddin Balloonin Strain and Flow Blocka e

Although Exxon's cladd',ng ballooning and assembly flow blockage models

have been approved as integral parts of the ENC ECCS evaluat on

model, we concluded (Ref. 42) that both models were nonconservative over
some regions of applicability. Consequently, Exxon modified and re-
submitted its ballooning and blockage model based upon additional data.
The staff has recently completed review of the new ENC balloon',ng and

blockage model , and the model has been approved (Ref. 44) with
some mod fications. Me conclude that cladding balloon ng and flow blockage

has been adequately addressed for ENC 17x17 fuel.

(d) Structural Damage from External Forces

Generic methods for perform ng th',s analys s are presented in
and were approved by the NRC (Ref. 49). These methods are capable of

analyzing cores of a m'.xed des',gn such as would ex'.st when a part',al
core of ENC 17x17 fuel ',s introduced. Since this fuel assembly. analys.'s

depends on plant-spec',fic input motions, th',s analys'.s was not canpleted

in a generic manner. Therefore, a 1',censee proposing to use the 17x17

fuel design must address the requ rements of NUREG-0609 (or Append'.x A

of SRP Section 4.2 as appropriate) to show that the proposed cores

conta'.n'.ng the ENC 17x17 fuel w 11 sat sfy the acceptance criter',a.
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4.2.4 Testin, Ins ection and Surveillance Plans

4.2.4.1 Testin and Ins ction of New Fuel

As requ',red by SRP Section 4.2, testing and inspection plans for new fuel
should include verification of significant fuel design parameters. Mh.:le

details of the manufacturer's testing and inspection programs should be

documented in quality control reports, the programs for onsite inspect:on of
new fuel and control assemblies after they have been delivered to the plant
should also be described in the SAR.

Discussion of the Exxon quality control program is provided in Ref. 50 and

addresses fuel systems component parts, pellets, rod inspection, assemblies,

process control, etc. Fuel system component inspection depends on the can-

ponent parts and includes dimensions, visual appearance, aud',ts of test reports,
material certification, and nondestructive examinations. Pellet ',nspections,
for example., are performed for dimens'.onal characteristics such as diameter,
density, length, and squareness of ends. Fuel rod, control rod, burnab e

po',son rod, and source rod inspect'.ons reportedly consist of nondestruc.ive
exam nat'.on techniques such as leak testing, weld inspection, and d',mensional

measurements. Process control procedures are described in deta l. In

addit',on, Exxon stated, in ', that for any tests and inspect',ons

performed by others on behalf of Exxon, Exxon rev',ews the qual',ty control
procedures, inspection plan, etc., to ensure that they are equ',valent to the

description provided in Reference 50 and are performed properly to meet all
Exxon requirements.

We conclude, based on the information provided in References and the
conn'tment by Exxon to ensure the acceptabl'.ty of any tests and ',nspections

performed by others on behalf of Exxon, that the new-fuel testing and

inspect on program for the ENC 17x17 fuel des'.gn is acceptable.

4.2.4.2 On-L'.ne Fuel S stem Honitor',n

Routine on-1',ne fuel rod fa',lure mon',toring is a matter that would be
arranged'ith

the licensee. It is not addressed in the ENC topical report.
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4.2.4.3 Postirradiation Surveillance

Routine poolside inspection of some discharged fuel assemblies fs a matter

that is normally arranged with the licensee. Guidance for the type of
surveillance to be conducted is prov',ded in SRP Section 4.2. II.D.3.

4.2.5 Mechanical Desi n Findin s

Although we conclude that the ENC 17x17 fuel mechanical des',gn is generally
acceptable, the licensee proposing to use this fuel must make arrangements to
provide the following:

1. Rod bowing penalties (see Paragraph 4.2.3.1(f)).

2. Cladding Collapse Analysis (see Paragraph 4.2.3.2(b)).

3. An analysis for mechanical fracturing (see Paragraph 4.2.3.2(g)) and

structural damage from external forces (see Paragraph 4.2.3.3(d)).

4. Confirmation of the follow',ng analyses, which were reviewed on the bas',s

of results.

(a) Design Strain, SER Section 4.2;3.1(b).
(b) External Corros',on, SER Section 4.2.3.1(e).
(c) Rod Pressure, SER Section 4.2.3.1(h).
(d) Overheating of Fuel Pellets, SER Section 4.2.3.2(d).
(e) Pellet Cladding Interaction, SER Section 4.2.3.2(e).

5. Conf',rmat',on that an NRC-approved fuel performance code was used to

provide input for the plant ECCS analysis.

With the above prov',soes, we conclude that ENC 17xl7 fuel has been designed so

that (a) the fuel system will not be damaged as a result of normal operation
and'nticipated operational occurrences, (b) fuel damage dur'.ng postulated
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accidents would not be severe enough to prevent control rod insertion when it
is required, and (c) core coolability will always be mainta'.ned, even after
severe postulated accidents, and thereby meets the related requirements of 10

CFR Part 50.46; 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria 10, 27,

and 25; and 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix K. This conclusion is based on the

following:

Exxon has provided sufficient evidence that these design object',ves will
be met based on operating experience, prototype testing, and analyt',cal
predictions. Those analytical predictions dealing with structural
response, control rod ejection, and fuel densification have been per-
formed in accordance with (a) the guidel'.nes of Regulatory Guide 1.77

(Ref. 15), and (b) methods that the staff has reviewed and found to be

acceptable alternatives to Regulatory Guides 1.60 (Ref. 51) and 1.126

(Ref. 52).

2. Exxon has provided for testing and ',nspection of new fuel to ensure that
it fs with',n design tolerances at the time of core loading. The applicant
or licensee will be requ',red to make a coom',tment to perform on-1',ne

fuel fa',lure monitoring and postirrad'.at',on surveillance to detect
anomal',es or confirm that the fuel has performed as expected.

The staff concludes that Exxon has described methods of adequately predicting
fuel rod fa'.lures during postulated accidents so that radioactivity releases

are not underestimated and thereby meets the related requ',rements of 10 CFR

Part 100. In meeting these requirements, Exxon has done the follow'ng:

1. Used the f'.ss',on produce release assumptions of Regulatory Gu'.de 1.4

(Ref. 53), 1.25, (Ref. 54), and 1.77.

2. Performed the analysis for fuel rod fa lures for the rod ejection
accident fn accordance with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.77.

On the bas'.s of our review of the fuel system mechanical des',gn, we conclude

that the ENC 17x17 fuel assembly design has met all the requ rements of the

applicable regulat'ons, regulatory guides, and current regulatory positions.
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4.4 Thermal H draulic Desi n

Section 6.0, "Thermal-Hydraulic Design Analysis," of XN-NF-82-25 descr',bes a

thermal-hydraulic design criterion of using the minimum departure fran nucleate
boiling ratio (HDNBR) limit which provides 95 percent probability with 95

percent confidence of avoiding boiling transition. The > critical
heat flux (CHF) correlation will be used for CHF calculat',on. In addition,
thermal margin to boiling transition will be evaluated on a plant-specific
bases because each plant has its own full power operating conditions, core
fuel type or types, and core response to anticipated operat',onal occurrences.

The staff has found that both the design criterion based on HDNBR limit and

the method of plant specific thermal margin evaluation are acceptable. The

staff has also rev',ewed XN-NF-82-21, Revision I , which describes the
thermal hydraulic design approach used by ENC in analyz',ng a core containing
fuel assemblies having different thermal and hydraulic characteristics, and

has found it a referable document. However, the validity of the
correlation as well as the proposed NDNBR limit ', described in XN-NF-621,

Revision 1 ', is still under staff rev'.ew. Any lim',tations result',ng
from this review will be addressed fn the appropriate safety evaluation report.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION DISCLAIMER

IMPORTANTNOTICE REGARDING CONTENTS AND USE OF THIS DOCUMENT

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

This technical report was rlerived through research and development
programs sponsored by Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc. It is being sub-

mitted by Exxon Nuclear to the USNRC as part of a technical contri.
bution to facilitate safety analyses by licensees of the USNRC which
utilize Exxon Nuclear-fabricated reload fuel or other technical services

provided by Exxon Nuclear for lioht water power reactors and it is true
and correct to the best of Exxon Nuclear's knowledge, information,
and belief. The information contained herein may be used by the USNRC

in its review of this report, and by licensees or applicants before the
USNRC which are customers of Exxon Nuclear in their demonstration
of comoliance with the USNRC's regulations.

Without derogating from the foregoing, neither Exxon Nuclear nor
any person acting nn its behalf:

A. Makes any warranty, express or implied, with respect to
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the infor-
mation contained in this document, or that the use of
any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed
in this document will not infringe privately owned rights;
or

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for
dan ages resulting from the use of, any information, ap.

paratus, method, or process disclosed in this document.

XN- NF- FOO, 766
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1. 1 INTRODUCTION

This report provides a design description and a summary of

the design criteria, technical bases, supporting analyses, and test results

for the Exxon Nuclear Company (ENC) 17x17 Pressurized Water Reactor (17x17

PWR) reload fuel for Westinghouse reactors. Design drawings of the fuel

assembly and major components are included in Appendix A.

1.2 SUMMARY

The ENC 17xl7 PWR fuel design is shown to meet the Design Criteria

and Technical Bases for Design. The fuel description and mechanical design

are summarized below.

1.2. 1 Desi n Description Summary

As compared to previous ENC PWR designs for Westinghouse

reactors (14x14 and 15x15), the ENC 17x17 design has

an increased number of rods on a smaller pitch, and an increased number of

guide tubes. The number of grid spacers has been increased from seven to

eight. The grid spacers have been designed with structural members,

and are overall for greater assembly rigidity. The expected effects

of these changes to the fuel rod design are improvements in fuel reliability,
performance and operating margins to safety limits.

The fuel assembly design for the 17x17 PWR reactors uses a

design features for improved resistance

to pellet-cladding interaction (PCI). The design has a quick-removable

upper tie plate design to facilitate inspection and reconstitution of

irradi ated assemblies.
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1.2.2 Mechanical Design Summary

Mechanical design analyses were performed to evaluate

cladding steady-state stress and strain, power ramping stress and strain,

fatigue damage, creep collapse, corrosion, hydrogen absorption, fuel rod

internal pressure, differential fuel rod growth, creep bow, and grid spacer

spring design. The analyses were performed to a peak rod burnup of

o The maximum end-of-life (EOL) steady-state cladding

strain, calculated with

design limit.

was , which is well below the

o The ramp stress, calculated with

overpower conditions, does not exceed the d~sign limit of

o The cladding fatigue usage factor of

under different

is within

the design limit.
o The cladding creepdown plus the reduction due to

creep ovality is less than minimum initial gap up to the point of maximum

fuel density.

o The fuel rod internal pressure was calculated to

remain below typical reactor system operating pressures throughout the

design lifetime of the fuel.

o An evaluation of the fuel assembly growth and the

differential fuel rod growth indicates that the fuel assembly design provides

adequate clearances at the do-ign burnup.
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o The maximum calculated EOL thickness of the oxide

corrosion layer is

hydrogen in the cladding is

; and the maximum calculated concentration of

These values are well within the

design limits of , respectively.
*'

The spacer spring meets all the design requirements

and can accommodate the maximum EOL expected relaxation while maintaining

rod restraint.

1.2.3 Thermal Hydraul.ic Desi n Summary

o The NDNBR for the ENC fuel is determined to be at

overpower using the critical heat flux correlation.

line melting.

o Calculated temperatures are well below the center-
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2.0 FUEL SYSTEM OESIGN OBJECTIVES

The 17x17 PWR fuel system design objectives provide that:

o The fuel system is not damaged as a result of normal operation and

anticipated operational occurrences. "Not damaged" means that fuel rods do

not fail, that fuel system dimensions remain within operational tolerances

and that functional capabilities are not reduced below those assumed in the

safety analysis.

o Fuel system damage is never so severe under any transient as to

prevent control rod insertion when it is required.

o The number of fuel rod failures shall not be underestimated for

postulated accidents.

o Coolability is always maintained.

o The fuel assemblies are designed to withstand loads as a result

of in-plant handling and shipping.

o The mechanical and hydraulic design of fuel assemblies wi 11 be

compatible with coresident fuel and the reactor core internals to achieve

acceptable flow distribution including bypass flow such that heat transfer

requirements are met for all licensed modes of operation.
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3.0 DESIGN BASES

The fuel rod and fuel assembly design bases are established to satisfy

the general performance and safety criteria presented in Section 2.0.

3.1 FUEL ROD

The detailed fuel rod design establishes such parameters as pellet

diameter and length, density, cladding-pellet diametral gap, fission gas

plenum size, and rod prepressurization level. The design also considers

effects and physical properties of fuel rod components which vary with

burnup. The integrity of the fuel rods is ensured by designing to prevent

excessive fuel temperatures, excessive internal rod gas pressures, and

excessive cladding stresses and strains. This end is achiev~d by designing

the fuel rods to satisfy the design bases during normal operation and

anticipated operational occurrences over the fuel lifetime. For each design

basis, the performance of the most limiting fuel rod shall not exceed the

specified limits.

3. l. 1 Claddin Physical and Nechanical Properties

Zircaloy-4 combines a low neutron absorption cross section,

high corrosion resistance, and high strength and ductility at oper ating

temperatures. Principal physical and mechanical properties including

irradiation effects of Zircaloy-4 are provided in Section 5.2.

3. 1.2 Claddin Stress Limits

The design basis for the fuel cladding stress limits is

that the fuel system will not be damaged due to fuel cladding stresses

exceeding material capability. Conservative limits (Table 3. 1) are derived

from the ASME Boiler Code, Section III,
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3.1.3 Stead -State Cl addin Strain

Tests on irradiated tubing indicate potential for

failure at relatively low mean strains. These tests include tensile, burst

and split ring tests, and.,the data indicate a ductility ranging between

and at normal reactor operating temperatures. The failures are usually

associated with unstable or localized regions of high deformation after some

uniform deformation. To prevent cladding failure due to plastic instability

and localization of strain, the total mean circumferential cladding strain

for steady-state conditions is limited to at end-of-life. In addition,

the cladding steady-state primary and secondary stresses must meet the

design requirements defined in Table 3.1.

3. 1.4 Claddin Tensile Strain Limits

Volatile fission products combined with high cladding

stresses and transient strains is a potential cause of stress corrosion

cracking failures. Stress corrosion cracking tests

an iodine concentration greater than

have shown that

and tensile

stresses are both needed to activate the stress corrosion cracking process

at cladding inner surface temperatures between 300 and 400 C. At fast
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fluences below 1020 n/cm2 there is insufficient fission product inventory

to allow concentrations that would activate stress corrosion cracking. The

strain limit at these conditions is therefore set at to prevent cladding

failure due to plastic instability and localized strain. Power cycling at

higher fluences may lead to transient releases of fission products. Where
I

the fission gas composition begins to reach the range of susceptibility to

stress corrosion cracking, lower limits on tensile strain are indicated.

No power ramp test failures from the Studsvik ramp programs have been

observed at a calculated peak circumferential stress level below

The design limits for transient strains are selected consistent with failure

correlations used ig the ENC fuel rod performance codes to minimize the

potential for stress corrosion cracking failure.

3.1.5 ~Ri F

The number of cumulative strain fatigue cycles is limited

to the design strain fatigue life.
Cyclic PCI loading combined with other cyclic loading

associated with relatively large changes in power can cause cumulative

damage which may eventually lead to fatigue failure. Cyclic loading limits
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are established to prevent fuel failures due to this mechanism. The design

life is based on correlations

3. 1.6 Frettin Corrosion and Wear

The design basis for fretting corrosion and wear is that

fuel rod failures due to fretting shall not occur. Since significant

amounts of fretting wear can eventually lead to fuel rod failure, the gr'id

spacer assemblies are designed to prevent such wear. The spring dimple

system in the spacer grid is designed such that the minimum spring/dimple

forces throughout the design life are greater than the maximum fuel rod flow

vibration forces Testing of a wide variety of ENC fuel

designs shows fuel rod wear depths at spacer contact points has typically

ranged from

Examination indicates that the wear is due primarily to fuel

rod loading and unloading and not fuel rod motion during the test. There

has been little or no difference be~ween observed wear for hour,

hour and hour tests. No active fretting corrosion has been observed

despite spacer spring relaxation of up to 1005 in several test assemblies.

Examination of a large number of irradi ated rods has substantiated the

minimal wear observed after loop tests.
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3.1. 7 Corros ion

Corrosion reduces the material thickness and results in

less load carrying capacity. At normal light water reactor (LWR) operating

conditions, this mechanism is not limiting except under unusual conditions

where high cladding temperatures greatly accelerate the corrosion rate.

3.1.8 Hydro en Absor tion

Hydrogen can be absorbed on either the outside or the

inside of the cladding. The absorption of hydrogen can result in premature

cladding failure due to reduced ductility and the formation of hydride

platelets. Careful moisture control during fuel fabrication reduces the

potential for hydrogen absorption on the inside. The fabrication limit for

total hydrogen in the fuel pellets is less than the

industry standard of 2 ppm. Sufficient samples are taken to assure that this

criterion is met with a probability of 955 at a confidence level of 95K.

Except under unusual conditions, significant absorption of hydrogen from the

outside of the cladding is not expected.
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3.1.9 Creep Collapse

The design basis for creep collapse of the cladding is

that fuel failure due to creep collapse shall not occur. Creep collapse of

the cladding can increase nuclear peaking, inhibit heat transfer, and cause

failure due to localized strain.

Fuel densification may allow the formation of axial gaps in

the pellet column. Evaluation of cladding creep stability under this

condition considers the compressive load on the cladding due to the difference

between primary system pressure and the fuel rod internal pressure. ENC

fuel is designed to minimize the potential for the formation of axial gaps

in the fuel; hence, creep collapse is not expected to occur.

3. 1.10 Fuel Rod Internal Pressure

The internal gas pressure of the fuel rods shall not exceed

the external coolant pressure. Significant outward circumferential creep

which may cause an increase in pellet-to-cladding gap must be prevented since

it would lead to higher fuel temperature and higher fission gas release.

3.1.11 Creep Bow

Differential expansion between the fuel rods and lateral

thermal and flux gradients can lead to lateral creep bow of the rods in the

span between spacer grids. The design basis for fuel rod bowing is that

lateral displacement of the fuel rods shall not be of sufficient magnitude

to impact thermal margins. ENC fuel has been designed to minimize creep

bow. Extensive post-irradiation examinations have confirmed that such rod

bow has not reduced spacing between adjacent rods by

potential effect on thermal margins is negligible.

The
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3.1.12 Overheatin of Claddin

The design basis for fuel rod cladding overheat is that

transition boiling shall be prevented. Prevention of potential fuel failure

from overheating of the cladding is accomplished by minimizing the probability

that boiling transition occurs on limiting fuel rods dur ing normal operation

and anticipated operational occurrences. Operating limits are established

according to the thermal limits methodology to assure

an adequate degree of protection for the fuel.

3.1.13 Overheatin of Fuel Pellets

Prevention of fuel failure from overheating of the fuel

pellets is accomplished by assuring that the peak linear heat generation

rate (LHGR) during normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences

does not result in fuel centerline melting. The melting point of the fuel

is adjusted for burnup in the centerline temperature analysis.

3.1.14 Mechanical Fracturin

The fuel assemblies are designed to withstand the external

loads due to earthquakes and postulated pipe breaks without fracturing the

fuel rod cladding. The design limit applied by ENC is that the stresses due

to postulated accidents in combination with the normal steady state fuel rod

stresses shall not exceed the normal cladding design stress limits.
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3.2 FUEL PELLET

3.2.1 Pellet Physical and Mechanical Properties

The physical and mechanical properties of the uranium

dioxide fuel is presented in Section 5.3.

3.2.2 Fuel Pellet Tem erature

The center temperature of the hottest pellet shall be below

the melting temperature of the U02. Fuel centerline temperature is

calculated at overpower conditions to verify that fuel pellet overheating

does not occur during normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences.

fuel is

3.2.3 Fuel Pellet Density - The nominal design density of the

, and along with conservative assumptions with

regard to tolerances, this value is used in the analyses.

3.2.4 Densification, and Swellin

The design bases for fuel densification and swelling

are as established in Regulatory Guide 1.126 . Densification and

swelling models are.as described

3.3 SPAI:ER GRIDS

The spacer assembly is designed to withstand the thermal and

irradiation induced differential expansion between the fuel rods and guide

tubes and to withstand the design handling and accident loads discussed in

Section 3.4.1.

The grids provide sufficient fuel rod support to limit fuel rod

vibr ation and to prevent cladding fretting wear. The spring dimple system

in the grid spacer is designed such that the minimum spring/dimple forces

throughout the design life are greater than the maximum fuel rod flow

vibration forces.
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3.4, FUEL ASSEMBLY

3.4.1 ~R

The structural integrity of the fuel assemblies is assured

by setting design limits on stresses and deformations due to various handling

operational and. accident loads. These limits are applied to the design and
I

evaluation of upper and lower tie plates, grid spacers, guide tubes,

holddown springs, and locking hardware.

The design bases for evaluating the structural integrity of

the fuel assemblies are:

Fuel Assembly Handlin - Dynamic axial loads

assembly weight.

For all a plied loads for normal operation and antici-

ated operational events - The fuel assembly component structural design

criteria are established for the two primary material categories, austenitic

stainless steels (tie plates) and Zircaloy (guide tubes, grids, spacer sleeves).

The stress categories and strength theory for austenitic stainless

steel presented in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III
are used as a general guide. Zircaloy material properties are listed in

Section 5.2.
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Steady State Stress Design Limits are given in Table

3. 1. Stress nomenclature is per the ASNE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Section. III.
Loads durin ostulated accidents - Deflection or

failure of components shall not interfere with reactor shutdown or emergency

cooling of the fuel rods.

The fuel assembly structural component stresses under

faulted conditions are evaluated using primarily the methods outlined in

Appendix F of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.
3.4.2 Coolability Durin Postulated Accidents

The fuel assembly design basis for earthquakes and postulated

pipe breaks is that the fuel assembly shall maintain a eoolable geometry and

control rod insertabi lity during the occurrence of the design basis seismic/LOCA

event.

3.4.3 Fuel Rod and Assembly Growth

The design basis for fuel rod and assembly growth is that

adequate clearance shall be provided to prevent any interference which might

lead to buckling or damage.
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3.4.4 Assembly Holddown

The design basis for fuel assembly holddown is that the

springs, as compressed by the upper core plate during reactor

operation, will provide a net positive downward force during steady-state

operation, based on the most adverse combination of component dimensional

and material property tolerances.

3.5 TESTING AND SURVEILLANCE

An extensive testing program has been conducted to verify the.,

adequacy of the predicted fuel performance and the design bases

Post-irradiation examinations will continue to be per'formed to

assess the performance of the 17x17 PWR fuel assembly and the predicted irradi a-

tion effects which were assumed in the design. Surveillance programs for

the fuel design involve visual examination (e.g., television and/or

binocular scanning), and dimensional measurements of selected fuel assemblies.

The removable upper tie plate feature of the fuel assembly design simplifies

fuel rod removal and facilitates individual rod examinations.
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Table 3.1
V

Steady State Stress Design Limits*

Stress Intensity Limits**

Yield
Strength

( ~y)

Ul timate
Tensile
Strength
( <u)

General Primary Nembr ane Stress

Primary Membrane Plus Primary Bending Stress
II

Primary Plus Secondary Stress

a)

* Characteristics of the stress categories are defined as follows:

Primary stress is a stress developed by the imposed loading
which is necessary to satisfy the laws of eauilibrium between
external and internal forces and moments. The basic characteristic
of a primary stress is that it is not self-limiting. If a primary
stress exceeds the yield strength of the material through the
entire thickness, the prevention of failure is entirely dependent
on the strain-hardening properties of the material.

b) Secondary stress is a stress developed by the self-constraint of
a structure. It must satisfy an imposed strain pattern rather
than beinq in equilibrium with an external load. The basic
characteristic of a secondary stress is that it is self-limiting.
Local yielding and minor distortions can satisfy the discontinuity
conditions due to thermal expansions which cause the stress to occur.

The stress intensity is defined as twice the maximum shear stress
and is equal to the largest algebraic difference between any two
of the three principal stresses.
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4. 0 DESIGN DESCRIPTION

The ENC 17x17 array reload fuel assembly design for Westinghouse

pressurized water reactors (PWR's) is an extension of the assembly design

currently in production for reactors accommodating 14x14 and 15x15 array

designs. The 17x17 array contains 264 fuel rods, 24 guide tubes and 1

instrument tube, a total of 289 positions. The increased number of guide

tubes, and increased number of grid spacers (from 7 to 8), assures adequate

strength and stiffness.

4.1 FUEL RODS

The fuel rods consist of short cylindrical U02 pellets in

Zircaloy-4 tubular cladding. Zircaloy-4 end caps are welded to each end to

give a hermetic seal.

The fuel rod cladding is Zircaloy-4

Each standard fuel rod contains a column of enriched U02

fuel pellets. The pellets are pressed and sintered

and are dished on both ends.

The fuel rod upper plenum contains a compression

spring to prevent fuel column separation during fabrication and shipping, and

during in-core operation.
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4.2 SPACER GRIDS

The spacer grids are Zircaloy structures each of which provide a

17x17 array of 289 cells for maintaining separation of the 264 fuel rods,

support for an instrument tube, and means for attachment to the 24 structural

(guide) tubes.

The structure consists of interlocking specially formed Zircaloy-4

strips

Dimples, formed in the spacer strips, center the fuel rod within the cell. The

dimples, along with springs, provide a positive compliant support for each

rod, sufficient to prevent fretting due to vibration, yet still allow

relative motion due to differential thermal expansion.

4.3 FUEL ASSEMBLY STRUCTURE

The fuel assembly structure consists of an upper tie plate, lower

tie plate, guide tubes and spacer grids, which together provide the support

for the fuel rods.

4.3.1 Lower Tie Plate

The lower tie plate is a heavy stainless steel member which

provides the lower end support for the guide tubes, and engages pins installed

in the reactor lower core support plate to provide positive positioning for

the assembly within the reactor core. The Zircaloy guide tubes are

to the lower tie plate.
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P. 3. 2 ~311 31

The upper tie plate is a heavy stainless steel member

which provides the upper end support for the guide tubes, and engages pins

in the upper core plate to provide positive positioning. springs

attached to the top of the upper tie plate, compressed by the upper core

plate, provide a compliant loading to compensate for relative thermal

expansion and for vertical growth of the assembly due to irradi ation. The

springs provide sufficient loading to prevent assembly lift-offdue to

hydr aulic loads dur ing normal operation.

4.3.3 Guide Tubes

Twenty-four (24) Zircaloy-4 guide tubes extend from the

lower tie plate,

to the upper tie plate. At the 'upper tie plate, the guide

tubes are mechanically positioned and locked. The locking mechanism is such

that, while providing an absolute attachment of the tie plate to the guide

tube in the locked mode, it can be readily unlocked using special tools.

These features facilitate examination or reconstitution of assemblies by

permitting instant removal and installation of the upper tie plate, providing

access for removal and reinsertion of fuel rods. Zircaloy-4 sleeves are

welded to the upper and lower end of the guide tubes to provide extra

strength. The lower sleeve also serves as an attachment point for the

bottom spacer grid, while the upper sleeve provides a means of transmitting

axial loads between tie plate and guide tubes.
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5. 0 DESIGN EVALUATION

The fuel assemblies and fuel rods are designed to satisfy the perform-

ance and safety criteria of Section 2.0 and the mechanical design bases of

Section 3.0. Effects of anticipated operational occurrences and postulated

accidents on fuel integrity are determined in plant specific and generic

analyses in the supporting top'ical reports. Material strength

properties of major components are summarized in Table 5.1.

5.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND EVALUATION FOR PRIMARY

The individual failure mechanisms are discussed below along with

the resulting design criteria and design features developed by ENC to

prevent such fai lures.

5. 1.1 External Claddin Corrosion

BWR and PWR cladding corrosion data (both in and out-of-

reactor) have been reviewed and correlations developed to describe the

in-reactor corrosion behavior of fuel rods . Cladding oxidation and

corrosion product buildup are limited to prevent significant degradation of

clad strength. -A- maximum PWR clad external temperature of is specified

to limit overall corrosion. The specified external corrosion, layer thickness

1 imit will not significantly affect thermal and mechanical

design margins.
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Corrosion layer thicknesses are calculated with

Temperature increases as a consequence of postulated corrosion product

buildup are also calculated in

stored energy calculations.

which is used for fuel performance and

5. 1.2 Claddin Hydro en Absorption

The as-fabricated and end-of-life cladding hydrogen levels

are limited to prevent adverse effects qn the mechanical behavior of the

cladding due to hydriding The effects of hydrogen on mechanical

properties have been investigated at hydrogen concentrations to about

The most meaningful data, however, are in the range of about

, The effect on strength and ductility dep'ends on such factors

as:

The tube texture which tends to promote or minimize

radially orientated hydrides.

Stress and temperature cycling which may promote reorien-

tation of hydrides into radial directions. Tensile stress

tends to orient hydrides radially.

Distribution of hydrides (hydride case layers on the I.D.

or O.D. surface tend to promote brittle failures).

Ratio of cladding wall thickness to average length of

hydride platelet.

The fineness and uniformity in dispersion of the second

phase precipitate tend to improve corrosion resistance and

decrease hydrogen absorption.
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In tubing where the texture does not favor radially oriented

hydrides, the combined effect of hydrides and irradiation do not appear to

be significant at hydrogen concentrations in the

Based on data, cladding texture, and experience to date, the

design limit for 'hydrogen in the cladding

5. 1.3 Stress Corrosion Crackin

- Iodine Concentration

The combination of volatile fission products and high

cladding stresses may lead to stress corrosion cracking. guantitative

data are avail able which indicates that the probability of failure is

a function of fission product concentration at the inside cladding surface,

local stress level, strain rate, and tubing texture.

Stress corrosion cracking of fuel rod cladding is considered

the principal failure mechanism for the PCI failures that are encountered

during changes in reactor operating conditions. Even though unanimous

agreement has not been reached on which chemical species enhances failure,

the iodine atmosphere is usually considered the primary attacking agent.

The iodine concentration and cladding strain rate are significant in deter-

mining the ultimate ductility of the cladding; but if the stress level is

low enough in the cladding stress corrosion cracking does not occur. Tests

have been performed under EPRI support to evaluate the iodine stress

threshold. Figure 5.1 shows typical data from this program and indicates
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that the time dependence of stress corrosion rupture is primarily con-

trolled by two processes. The high stress process is represented by the

steep slope portion of Figure 5.1 and is controlled by crack propagation.

The lower stress process is represented by the shallow slope portion of

Figure 5. 1 and is controlled by time-dependent crack nucleation.
I

Stress corrosion cracking tests have shown that an iodine

concentration greater than is needed to activate

stress corrosion cracking process at normal inside cladding temperatures

between 300 and 400 C. It is expected that these concentrations can never

be reached under steady-state conditions due to recombination of free

iodine. Reference ( 13) indicates that the highest sensitivity to low

ductility stress corrosion failure is for strain rates between

Thus, stress corrosion cracking is anticipated to be active

under transient reactor operating conditions.

Texture

Stress corrosion cracks in metals preferentially initiate

and propagate along specific crystallogr aphic planes. The preferred crystal-

lographic direction for stress corrosion cracks in zircaloy is along a plane

at an angle of approximately 15 with the basal plane. Work

has shown that grains with basal pole directions between 0'nd
50'ith

the surface have a diminished tendency to crack in an iodine atmosphere.
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Similarly, work carried out

has shown that zircaloy tubing with a higher frequency of basal poles in the

radial direction of the tube has a higher iodine stress corrosion cracking

threshold than tubing with more tangentially directed poles.

The crystallographic texture of zircaloy tubing in the

radial direction is commonly characterized by the quantitative texture

number fr. A high fr value is less susceptible to stress corrosion

cracking than tubing with a low fr value.

" Measurement of the contractile strain ratio or R-value has

recently been shown to be a method to determine the texture number fr.
The contractile strain ratio or R-value is defined as the ratio of the true

plastic circumferential strain (c ) to the true plastic wall thickness

strain ( cr) for a tube subject to axial plastic tensile strain

The relation between the texture number and the R-value is given by:

R+1

For most zircaloy tubing, R can vary from approximately 1.00 to 1.85, which

corresponds to a variation in fr between 0.50 and 0.65. Measurement of the

R-value can be a method to evaluate stress corrosion susceptibility. A high

R-value indicates lower susceptibi lity and a low R-value indicates higher

susceptibility to stress corrosion attack. A minimum R-value of is

specified for high burnup fuel.
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Stress and Strain Limits

ENC has developed design criteria on a microscopic basis

based on observed fuel rod performance during'ower ramp conditions.

At fast fluences below 1020 n/cm2 ( 0.5 GWD/MTM), batch

average burnup) there is insufficient fission product inventory to allow

concentr ations that would activate stress corrosion cracking. The strain

limit at these conditions is therefore set at to prevent cladding

failure due to plastic instability and localized strain.

At the higher fluence levels the stress limit is reduced to

to reduce the probability of PCI failure. No power ramp test

failures from the appropriate Studsvik ramp data (Figure 5.2) are observed at

a peak circumferential stress level below

ENC fuel performance codes

as calculated using the

Evaluation of the Studsvik

ramp data shown in Figure 5.2 indicates a reasonable correlation between

measured total ramp stress and failure. Calculations of these cases with

result in convervatively higher stresses in all cases.
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To minimize PCI and steady-state and transient stress/strain

levels, the ENC fuel rod design features pellets with an optimized pellet

geometry,

The effect of pellet geometry on clad strain is

evaluated

Claddin Internal Surface

From ENC experience, a rough cladding inside surface finish

significantly increases the loads required to insert a column of pellets and

increases the probability of pellet cracking and chipping which may contribute

to fuel failures.

Pellet-cladding interaction (PCI) that leads to fuel rod

failure results primarily from stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of the

cladding. Tests to evaluate SCC cracking in two batches of zircaloy

tubing, have shown

significant differences in susceptibility to SCC. When the internal

surface of the more susceptible tubing was polished, the susceptibility

decreased dramatical ly. Other research proposes that initiation of

SCC is increased in cladding with inside surface flaws by one or more of the

fol lowing mechani sms:
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Easier or more frequent breakdown of ID surface

oxide film due to surface flaws.

Locally increased stress or change of stress ratio.

Ease of the crack initiation process through localized

chemical differences.

Removal of favorable surface texture.

The surface condition requirements selected are based upon SCC

considerations and at the limit of tubing manufacturing capabilities.

5. 1.4 Steady State Claddin Stress and Strain

Tests on irradiated tubing indicate failure at

relatively low mean strains. The test results for tensile, burst, and split

ring tests show a ductility between

temperatures.

at normal reactor operating

The presence of iodine or other fission products can cause

the cladding to fail at lower strain levels. However, susceptibility to

this type of failure (stress corrosion cracking) occurs only when the

fission product concentration exceeds the threshold, the strain rate is

between , and'he stress is above a threshold value. As

pointed out in Section 5.1.3 above, all of these conditions are unlikely

under steady-state or near steady-state operation. Thus, creep and burst

tests on irradiated cladding in a non-corrosive atmosphere can establish

ductility limits since these failures are usually associated with unstable

or localized regions of high deformation after some uniform deformation..
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To prevent cladding failure due to plastic instability and

localized strain, ENC design criteria limit the steady-state cladding

circumferential plastic strain to and the steady-state primary

and secondary stresses to within the requirements defined in Table 3.1.

5.L5. ~F

Cyclic mechanical strains can cause cumulative damage and

subsequent failure which may be predicted by fatigue analysis techniques.

have developed a zircaloy fatigue analysis design

curve which is presented in Figure 5.3. This curve is based on fatigue

test data

The ENC design criterion limits the cumulative damage factor

(C.O.F.) to account for a corrosive environment and other fatigue

mechanisms. The cumulative damage factor is calculated as follows:
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5.1.6. Creep Collapse

If significant gaps form in the pellet column due to

fuel densification, the pressure differential between the inside and outside

of the cladding can act to increase cladding ovality. Ovality increase

by clad creep to the point of plastic instability would result in collapse

of the cladding (a flattened area) in the region of a potential pellet

column gap. During power changes such collapse could result in fuel failure.

Through proper design, the probability of creep collapse

can be significantly reduced. Typical ENC pellets are stable dimensionally.

Irradiation data for ENC fuel rods, in addition to resintering tests performed

, show that densification is not

likely to exceed

This specification ensures stable pellets during irradiation.

An plenum spring is included in the ENC fuel

rod design to prevent formation of gaps in the pellet column. This plenum

spring pr ovides a positive compressive force on the fuel column throughout

the densification phase of the fuel life. No gaps larger than approximately

inch have been observed during gamma scans of many irradiated fuel rods.

The fuel rods are helium pr epressurized, which assists in

the prevention of creep collapse if a pellet column gap were to develop. The

design criterion is a free standing cladding until densification is complete.

5.1.7 Fuel Rod Internal Pressure

The fuel rod internal pressure is primarily a function of

the initial fuel rod pressurization, fuel swelling, and fission gas release.

The minimum fuel rod fill pressure is set at a level designed to assure
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acceptable thermal performance of the fuel, and to assure that the collapse

criteria are met. Post-irradiation measurements have demonstrated that

significant fission gas release can occur in LWR fuels when rod powers

exceed a threshold level. This release can be magnified by a fission-gas

release thermal feedback effect. Fission gas release can be reduced if the

initial helium pressurization is high enough so that when fission gas

release does occur no significant reduction in thermal conductivity across

the pellet-to-cladding gap is incurred. As a result, fuel performance

characteristics as well as margins to safety limits are not significantly

degraded due to fission gas release effects. The maximum fill pressure is

designed such that thermal performance is not limited at the beginning-of-life

and the fuel rod end-of-life pressure does not exceed the reactor system

pressure, as required by the internal fuel rod pressure design basis.

Fission gas release in the fuel rod is calculated by ,, which accounts

for the thermal feedback effect.

5.1.8 Creep Bow

Fuel rod bow is determined throughout the life of the fuel

assembly so that reactor operating thermal limits can be established. These

limits include the minimum critical power ratio associated with protection

against boiling transition and the maximum fuel rod LHGR associated with

protection of metal-water reaction and peak cladding temperature limits

for a postulated loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

To-date, ENC has a data base of over, fuel-rod-to-fuel
I

rod and fuel-rod-to-guide tube spacing measurements from inspection of

ir radi ated ENC fuel in to a maximum exposure of
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rod-to-rod measurements have been obtained from

ENC 7X7 and 8X8 BWR assemblies reaching a burnup up to

These measurements have been used to establish an empirical model for

determining rod bow as a function of burnup

thermal limits. See Section 6.6

which ~ is used to calculate

Special features in the ENC fuel design
significantly'educe

the extent of fuel rod bow. These features include:

5.1.9 Frettin Corrosion

ENC incorporates a spacer grid with a zircaloy structure

in 17x17 PWR fuel assembly designs. The spring dimple

system in the grid spacer is designed such that the minimum spring/dimple

forces throughout the design life are greater than the maximum fuel rod flow

vibration forces.

Simulated flow tests at reactor flow, pressure, and tempera-

ture conditions have been performed on prototype assemblies for periods

reference

Fretting tests for the 17x17 assembly are reported in

No active fretting corrosion has been observed even though

spacer spring loads were purposely relaxed up to 1005 in some assemblies.

Examination of irradiated assemblies has not revealed wear significantly

different from that observed in the prototype tests.
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5. 2 CLADDING MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS

This section describes the physical properties of the Zircaloy-4

fuel rod cladding used in the mechanical design analyses.

5.2.1 Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivity for Zircaloy-4 is based on data

published

5.2.2 Thermal Ex ansion

is taken from

The mean coefficient of thermal expansion for Zircaloy-4

5.2.3 Elastic Modulus and Poisson's Ratio

The temperature dependence of the modulus of elasticity,

E, used in design calculations is based on
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fol1ows:

Poisson's ratios ( ) used in design calculations are as

5.2.4 Effect of Temperature on Stren th and Ductility

The effect of temperature on longitudinal yield and

ultimate stresses for Zircaloy-4 cladding is shown in Figure 5.5. Based

on ENC test data, the minimum yield strength as a function of temperature

(over the range of interest for fuel rods) is described in the following

equation:

For design calculations, transverse strengths are considered

equivalent to longitudinal strength.

where:
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R is defined as the ratio of the contractile strain in

the radial direction to the contractile strain in the circumferential

direction as determined in an uniaxial longitudinal tensile test. For

isotropic material, R is equal to 1.0 and the percent of wall thinning is

the same as the percent of diameter reduction. For a hexagonal lattice

material such as Zircaloy with ony one slip system, isotropic behavior in

tubing occurs only when the basal poles are oriented at 45'o the radial

direction.

5.2.5 Ductility
Ductility in terms of total axial 'elongation measured

on ENC tubing as a function of temperature is shown in Figure 5.6,
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5.2.6 Effects of Irradiation on Stren th and Ductility

Irradiation hardens the cladding up to the temperature

where in-situ annealing occurs, as illustrated in Figure 5.7 . For

design purposes, irradi ation hardening is not taken into account, and the

strength of the cladding at beginning-of-life (80L) is assumed to be constant

throughout its design lifetime.

Irradiation hardening reduces ductility as shown in

Figure 5.8 . Total elongation at rapid strain rates reaches minimum

values as low as , whereas uniform elongation reaches values less than

at fast fluences greater than At slow strain rates

(such as in creep tests), uniform elongation is greater than

5.2.7 Creep Rate Characteristics

Zircaloy creep rate used in fuel rod design is based on

a general relationship
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For steady state analyses, inelastic deformation is assumed

to be a creep mechanism described by the equations above. These creep

relationships are discussed in the report. For transient

deformations, a linear str ain hardening plastic model is utilized in the

code.

5.2.8 Claddin Corrosion and Hydro en Absor tion

Based on avail able data and assumed control of coolant

water chemistry (e.g., halides, hydrogen, and oxygen), the hydrogen absorption

of zircaloy in the temperature range of

is:

where:
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In these equations, the variable

Hc has been converted from a fraction of the oxide thickness to units of

average parts per mi llion of weight in the cladding.

For typical ENC fuel rods where Xo, the initial oxide thickness,
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For a typical 17x17 PWR operational history, it was found

that the maximum thickness of the oxide layer at EOL was:

which is within the limit. The maximum weight fraction of

hydrogen added to the cladding from the coolant was:

such as fuel is

assembly process.

The concentration of hydrogen caused by internal sources

, due to the controls on the fuel and the fuel rod
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Using for the initial concentration, the net

weight fraction of hydrogen in cladding is:

This hydrogen concentration is less than the
/

design limit.
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. 5.3 FUEL MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Physical and thermal characteristics of the fuel material

considered in the mechanical design of the fuel rods, differential thermal

expansion of fuel and cladding, fuel pellet swelling, fuel densification,

and pellet cracking are provided in this section. These characteristics are

incorporated into ENC's RODEX2 fuel performance code.

5.3.1 Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity function for U02 is from
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5.3. 2 Thermal Expansion

The thermal expansion model for U02 is based on

relationship, i.e.,

5.3.3

is

The value used for the U02 melting point

, the

melting point is reduced with irradiation at the rate of

5. 3. 4 ~Swe 1 1 in

Fission product swelling of U02 during reactor operation

may be regarded as the sum of the contributions from solid and gaseous

fission products. Solid fission products tend to accumulate inside the

grains. Some of the solid species are volatile at temperatures readily
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exceeded during in-reactor operation, and may diffuse to the pellet boundaries,

thus reducing solid swelling. Gaseous fission products consist mainly of

the inert gases xenon and krypton. They tend to diffuse to and accumulate

in the grain boundaries. The grain boundaries can accommodate gas to a

certain thickness, which limits gas swelling to a saturation value. This

saturation value consequently depends on the temperature and on the total

boundary surface, i.e., the grain size. Since the boundary bubbles may be

mechanically compressed, gaseous swelling also depends on external restraint

from the cladding contact pressure.

The data which deal systematically. with the

effects of temperature, burnup and restraint, were used in establishing the swelling

model incorporated in the code ~

5.3.5 Densification

The physical process of densification is governed by the fission

events which tend to annihilate the small pores. The correlation for densification

based on burnup is utilized. This relation is:
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5.3.6 Crackin (Pellet Relocation)

It is clear'rom experimental observations that an oxide

fuel pellet will experience thermal stresses sufficient to cause significant

cracking The most noticeable physical result of cracking is

A detailed investiga-

tion of approximately 80 irradiated fuel pellet cross-sections has shown

that pellet cracking results

This conclusion was based on observation of fuel with a

broad range of physical parameters irradiated in nine reactors. These fuels

exhibited

Because

were based on the

measurements reported in

at room temperature, the

change in the fuel pellet due to cracking is evaluated in on

the basis of r, as follows:
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Although the fuel pellet which results

from pellet cracking is calculated on the basis of irradiation time, it
is important to recognize that the effects of all variables which might

affect , whether identified or not, are included in the basic

data which developed the, correlation; i.e., power cycling, crack healing,

densification, and cladding restraint. Figure 5.12 shows an average fit of

the data and the cracking curve from which the

(pellet relocation) was calculated.
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5.4 CLADDING STEADY-STATE 'STRESS

Each individual stress was calculated at both the inner and

outer surfaces of the cladding. The applicable stresses at each orthogonal

direction were then combined to get the maximum stress intensities. The

analysis was performed at beginning-of-life (BOL) and end-of-life (EOL) at

cold and hot conditions. The maximum stress intensities and the appropriate

stress limits are reported in Table 5.2. The stress analysis assumes the

most conservative conditions; for example, maximum fuel rod power, minimum

fill gas pressure, and the most conservative fuel rod geometry.

5.4.1 Primary Stresses

Primary Membrane Stresses

The primary membrane stresses are produced .by the

coolant pressure and fuel rod fill gas pressure. The stresses are calculated

by
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Primary Bendin Stresses

Bending stresses due to ovality are calculated with
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5.4.2 Secondary Stresses

Claddin Thermal Gradient Stresses

Fuel rods operate with a temperature gradient across

the cladding wall which may result in significant thermal stresses. Assuming

no stress relaxation, thermal stresses are calculated by
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Restrained Thermal Bow

Stress due to circumferential gradients are con-,

servatively estimated using relationships

Restrained Mechanical Bow

Stress from mechanical bow between spacers, assuming

maximum-as-built fuel rod bow is zero, is taken from
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Flow Induced Vibration Stresses

calculated with the

Vibrational stresses due to flow induced vibrations is

which assumes the following:

1) The structural stiffness of the fuel rod is

due to the cladding only.

2) The sections of the fuel rod between spacers

and/or tie plate supports are modelled structurally

as a simple beam with pinned ends.
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5.4.3 Contact Stress From Spacer Sprin s

The contact stresses at the spring locations are calculated

using the finite element model shown in Figure 5.3. Calculations

were performed with the ANSYS general purpose finite element code.

The circumferential and axial stresses induced by the contact load are

incorporated in Table 5.2.
I

5.5 FUEL ROD END CAP

Zircaloy end caps are seal welded to each end of the fuel rod

cladding. The stress analysis is performed at the lower end cap since the

maximum temperature gradients occur at this end.

The mechanical stress is caused by the pressure differential

across the rod wall and by the axial load of the pellet stack weight and the

plenum spring force. The thermal stress is caused by the temperature

gradient between the end cap and the heat generating pellets. The stress

analysis is for the standard ENC end cap design and envelopes both PWR and

BWR applications. Therefore, the calculated stress intensity values are

higher than what would be expected for the 17x17 PWR design, with the

smaller rod diameter.

The ANSYS code which allows thermal as well as stress analyses,

was used to model the subject rod region. The problem was solved by a

thermal pass and a stress pass, where the stress analysis used the results

of the thermal analysis as part of its input. The model is in axisymmetric

geometry and was set-up such that the element system could be used in both

analyses. The weld-joint region of the model is shown in Figure 5.14.
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The calculation was made assuming direct contact between the

pellet stack and the end cap. A bounding value ws taken for the end pellet

LHGR. The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 5.3.

5.6 CLADDING STEADY-STATE STRAIN ANALYSIS

The cladding steady-state strain is evaluated with the

code, which is an interactive calculational procedure that

considers the thermal-hydraulic environment at the cladding surface, the

pressure inside the cladding, and the thermal, mechanical and compositional

state of the fuel and cladding. Calculations are performed for the worst

expected fuel rod power and fast flux history to determine a conservative

history in terms of cladding strain.

cladding str ain,

In addition to evaluation of the fuel rod steady-state

determines the initial conditions for fuel rod

power ramping analyses and the fuel rod internal pressures for cladding

creep analyses. Pellet density, swelling, densification, and fission gas

release models, and cladding and pellet diameters are input to . to

provide the most conservative subsequent ramping or collapse calculations

for the reference fuel rod design.

The fuel rod performance characteristics modelled by

the code are:

Gas Release

Radial Thermal Condition and Gap Conductance
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Free Rod Volume and Gas Pressure Calculations

Pel let-Cl adding Interaction

Fuel Swelling, Densification, Cracking and
Crack Healing

Cladding Creep Deformation and Irradiation
Induced Growth

The calculations are performed on a time incremental

basis with conditions updated at earth calculated increment so that the power

history and path dependent processes can be modelled. The axial dependence

of the spatial power and burn-up distributions are handled by dividing the

fuel rod into a number of fuel segments which are modelled as radially

depende0t regions whose axial deformations and gas release are summed.

Power distributions can be changed at any desired time and the coolant'and

cladding temperatures are readjusted at all axial nodes. Deformations of

the fuel and cladding and gas release are incrementally calculated during

each period of assumed constant power generation. Gap conductance is

calculated for each of these incremental calculations based on gas release

throughout the rod and the accumulated deformation at the center of each

axial region within the fueled region of the rod. These deformation calcula-

tions consider fuel densification, swelling and cracking, thermal expansion,

cladding creepdown, irradiation induced growth, and fuel creep and crack

healing.

The pellet-to-cladding interaction during reactor opera-

tion is dependent upon the power and flux history. The peak discharge burnup

fuel rod was analyzed for maximum EOL cladding strain. The design power is
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summarized in Table 5.4. This history must be considered as being a

conservative upper bound for the peak power rod since it leads to a maximum

peak pellet discharge burnup of approximately

to a rod average discharge burnup of

, corresponding

With the minimum

design pellet to cladding gap and the maximum fuel density, the maximum

calculated EOL steady-state strain of is within the design criteria

limit of

5. 7 CLADDIN RAMP STRESS ANALYSIS

The clad response during ramping power changes was calculated

with the code. This code calculates the pellet-cladding interaction

during a power ramp. The initial condition are obtained from output.

The code considers the thermal condition of the rod in its flow .

channel and the mechanical interactions that result from fuel creep, crack

healing, and cladding creep at any desired axial section in the rod during

the power ramp.

Analyses for power ramp conditions were performed for the fuel rod

maximum power envelope summarized in Figure 5.15. The fuel rods were analyzed

for pellet/cladding interaction pressure at the end of the third cycle of

irradiation corresponding to a rod average exposure of

At this point in time, stresses were calculated with

for a power ramp in which the power was escalated to a maximum linear heat

generation rate (LHGR) of

The ramp rate was assumed to follow

Maximum hoop stress was determined to be

recommendations.

The recommended limit
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5.8 CLADDING FATIGUE USAGE FACTOR

In addition to the transient strain analyses, a fatigue

usage factor for the cladding was calculated. The calculations were based

upon the duty cycles summarized in Table 5.5 which conservatively envelope
'he

expected duty cycles of a typical PWR. As for the cladding ramp strain

analysis, the power ramp rate was assumed to follow

Cladding stress amplitudes for the various power

cycles were determined from analyses. The initial conditions were

obtained from outputs and it was conservatively assumed that all the

power changes occurred when a high ramp stress was

calculated. To account for possible stress concentration in the cladding, an

assumed total. strain concentration factor was applied to the calcu-

lated cyclic cladding stresses. Table 5.6 summarizes the final cladding

cyclic stresses for the reference case and the allowable number of cycles at

each stress amplitude. The allowable cycles were determined from the fatigue

design curve shown in Figure 5.3 which considers the effect of maximum mean

stress. The total usage factor is less than the design criteria

requirement of a maximum cumulative usage factor
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5.9 CREEP COLLAPSE

The approved ENC clad collapse procedure utilizes the

to determine the clad ovality in unsupported regions of the fuel

column to establish that the accumulation of creep ovality does not result

in clad collapse. The procedure does not evaluate the likelihood or extent

of pellet separation; thus, successful fuel performance will be observed in

many cases where the code would predict collapse. In addition, as

burnups and irradiation times increase, it becomes more likely that creep

collapse could eventually occur in an unsupported tube. Since practical

means of limiting pellet separation have been established, the conservatism

of considering an infinite length of unsupported cladding may be removed once

sufficient data on pellet separation for particular fuel are obtained and a

criteria for pellet separation is accepted.

This section summarizes the existing ev~luation procedure,

the ENC fuel densification and gap formation experience to-date, the new

evaluation procedure, a sensitivity analsis using the new procedure, and

comparisons of the collapse evaluation with irradiated fuel data.
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In order to guard against the unlikely event that sufficient

densificaton occurs. to form pellet column gaps of sufficient size for clad

flattening to occur the following evaluation is performed.

Creep ovality analysis is performed with the

code using the existing creep collapse evaluation procedure. Cladding creep

down is obtained from the corresponding analysis. The combination of

cladding ovality increase and creep down are calculated, and at a rod

average burnup of

the initial minimum

, the combined creep down shall not exceed

gap. This will prevent pellet

hangups due to cladding creep, allowing the plenum spring to close axial

gaps until densification is substantially complete. The calculated value of

creep ovality is . The calculated value of cladding creepdown is

The sum is ., which is less than the minimum

gap
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5.10 INTERNAL PRESSURE

The fuel rod internal pressure was calculated using the

with an ENC-developed physically based model for fission gas release.

The calculated EOL internal 'pressure of
l

system pressure.

5.11 FUEL ROD PLENUM SPRING

psi is well below the reactor

The plenum spring is spring which maintains

a compact column of fuel pellets in the rods during handling, shipping,,

loading and initial fuel densification.

A nominal force is exerted by the spring on the fuel

column. This load is greater which is sufficient to seat the

fuel column through the expected conditions during handling, shipping and

loading.

was selected as the spring material because it
retains high strength properties at high temperatures. Irradiation induced

relaxation of the plenum spring in the time period of the initial fuel

densification is expected to be less than
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5.12 FUEL ASSEMBLY STRUCTURAL STRENGTH

Upper and lower tie plates, upper tie plate guide tubes, locking

hardware, and guide tube sleeves constitute the fuel assembly structural

components. In order to withstand expected handling loads, the assembly is

designed to withstand axial tensile loads

bundle weight and axial compressive loads

times the dry

times the dry bundle

weight with no permanent deformation. Also, each guide tube to tie plate

connection is designed to withstand a loading of not less than

5.12.1 Structural Testin

Structural testing was conducted to demonstrate

compliance with the criteria for design. Testing included the tie plates,

tie plate to guide tube connections, including the locking mechanism, axial

loading of individual spacers at the outer edge, and lateral compressive

loading of spacers. In all cases, measured strength greatly exceeds the

strength criteria.
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5.12.2 Guide Tube

The guide tubes in the fuel assembly provide the support

for the grid spacers between the upper and lower tie plates. The guide

tubes are fabricated from a single piece of Zircaloy-4 tubing drawn to two

(2) different diameters. The larger di ameter section at the top provides a

relatively large annular ar ea for rapid RCC insertion during a reactor trip

and accommodates a small amount of upward cooling flow during normal oper a-

tions. The small diameter section at the bottom, approximately 24 inches

long, produces a dashpot action to decelerate a dropped control rod.

With the guide tubes, spacers, and tie plates assembled

into a framework, the guide tubes and attachment hardware provide, throughout

the design life of the fuel assembly, adequate strength to support the

weight of the fuel assembly, support the holddown forces, and resist forces

from fuel rod-guide tube differential thermal expansion.

Guide tubes are considered as restrained columns and are

analyzed with appropriate load combinations. Column deflection is permissible

within allowable bending stress constraints, displacement, and approach to

column instability. The total stress allowed, primary plus bending, is

equal to the yield strength of the material at the temperature of the load

conditions.
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The force transmitted to the fuel rods is estimated by:

Rod loading tests with similar prototype spacer assemblies

confirmed this calculated value of FR. The average load to push a rod

through a spacer cell was

above.

as compared to assumed

transient is:

The force applied to a guide tube during a temperature

At BOL, the assembly holddown springs exert a force less

than This results in an additional load per guide

tube. The total load per guide tube would be
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The column stability is defined by

The above critical load is significantly above the design load.

In actual practice, an initially bowed column bows an

increasing amount as a compression load is applied rather than suddenly

collapsing as the critical load is reached. As a result, the design load

limit for a typical guide tube is more likely to be that which produces a

bow unacceptable from a thermal hydraulic standpoint rather than the load

which produces column instability.
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The total guide tube bow may be determined by:

The resulting deflections are satisfactory from a thermal-

hydraulic standpoint.

5.12.3 Irradiation Growth

In reactor, the Zircaloy-4 guide tubes and fuel rods

increase in length as a function of exposure. To evaluate this growth, the

correlation and data collected from examination of irradiated

ENC fuel assemblies (Figure 5.16) are used. In the case of guide tubes, the

design choice

The clearance between core plates, the fuel assembly

length, thermal expansion and the guide tube growth, along with conservative

application of associated tolerances, are used to assure positive clearance

throughout the design life.
To assure adequate clearance throughout the design life

for the fuel rods between'the constraints of the upper and lower tie plates,

the BOL cold clearance requirement is set at

column height.

of the fuel
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5.12.4 Assembly Hol ddown

The design of the holddown springs in the upper tie plate

ensures that there is 'sufficient force to prevent fuel assembly lifting due

to hydraulic pressure loads. Holddown springs are also designed to accommo-

date fuel assembly irradi ation growth and differential thermal expansion
I

between the assembly and the core support structure, including an accounting

for the full range of component tolerances. The holddown spring must retain

its ability to counteract the hydraulic lift force through life. In some

designs, a small amount of spring relaxation might occur. This relaxation

is compensated for by increased compression due to the bundle growth. This

allows the holddown spring to continue to provide the design holddown forces

throughout the fuel life.
For a typical 17x17 PWR design, the holddown spring constant

is , for a minimum net holddown force during

normal operation of The maximum applied force is less than

for the most extreme combination of tolerances.

5.12.5 Fuel Rod Creep Bow

Fuel rod bow is determined throughout the life of the fuel

assembly so that reactor operating thermal limits can be established. These

limits include the minimum critical power ratio associated with protection

against boiling transition and the maximum fuel rod LHGR associated with ~

protection of metal-water reaction and peak cladding temperature limits for

postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).
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Special features in the ENC fuel design significantly

reduce the extent of fuel rod bow. These features include:

To-date, ENC has a data base of over fuel-rod-to-

fuel rod and fuel-rod-to-guide tube spacing measurements from inspection of

irradiated ENC fuel in to a maximum exposure of

rod-to-rod measurements have been obtained from ENC 7x7

and 8x8 BWR assemblies reaching a burnup up to These

measurements have been used to establish an empirical model for determining

rod bow as a function of burnup which is used to calculate thermal

limits.

The rod bow data which is summarized in Figure 5.17 shows

that the bow tends to stabilize at higher burnups. In addition, the fuel at

higher burnups is not limiting from a thermal margin standpoint due to its

lower power.
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5.13 SPRING CHARACTERISTICS OF SPACER GRIDS

5.13.1 Sprin Rate Evaluation

The support stiffness required to force a node at a

support level is generally considered to be

This condition is easily met as the support dimples are

very stiff. The support stiffness if given by:

The dimple stiffness was conservatively estimated from

experimental mechanical tests on the 17x17 spacer strip design and determined

rate in hot conditions

conditions is:

in cold conditions. With a nominal spring

, the support stiffness in hot
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5.13.2 Minimum Sprin Force

The spring force Fv1, required to counteract the maxi-

mum flow vibration lateral acceleration forces to prevent the fuel rod from

lifting off from both dimples simultaneously is given by:

The zircaloy fuel rods are expected to relax at a signi-

ficantly greater rate

Therefore, only lo~ding sufficient to overcome

indicates relaxation values on the order

5.11, and a minimum cold, 60L, spring load

Current irradiation data

as shown in Figure

would assure

adequate loading for EOL hot conditions. The nominal design spring load is
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, the spring force Fv2, required to prevent

The minimum spring force from a bowing consideration is

force required

also limits midspan bowing deflection. The spring

dimple at each spacer level is

estimated on the basis of the model shown in Figure 5.18. The bow is

assumed to be symmetrical with respect to the center spacer. The minimum

spring force, assuming uniform curvature, is defined as Fp>.
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The unrestrained fuel rod bow is due to manufacturing

tolerances (mechanical bow) and diametral temperature differences durinq

operation (thermal bow).

circular bow,

Assuming a

a temperature difference T

between diametrically opposed points in the cladding is:
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The required spring force is:

The total minimum required spring force to maintain contact

A minimum BOL spring force of

meets this requirement with ample margin.

or greater
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5.13. 3 Load Deflection

Due to spacer cell and fuel rod diameter tolerance stack-

up, spring deflection ranges from The BOL spring force

ranges from The average spring rate over this range is

5.13.4 Maximum Sprin Force

The maximum spring force is limited by the allowable

stresses in the spring and in the cladding due to spring contact.

Spring deflection is limited by backup lobes on the

leaf spring strip. The limit of deflection by the backup lobes allows the

spring to operate in only the elastic range.

of

The clad stresses resulting from a maximum spring force

at the beginning-of-life are calculated as described in

Paragraph 5.4.3. Calculated cladding stresses at the spacer contact points

are within the limits summarized in Table 5.2.



Table 5.1

Summary of Fuel Com onent Mechanical Properties

Minimum Stren th (psi)

Fuel Assembly
Component

Cladding

Cladding

End Caps and
Connectors

Guide Tubes

Nuts and Cap Screws

Spacer
Structural
Components

Tie Plate
Castings

Coil Springs
Including Plenum and
Holddown Springs

Spacer Tie Plate Seal
or Tie Plate Leaf Springs

Material

Zr-2 Tube

Zr-4 Tube

Zr-2 or 4 Bar

Zr-4 Tube

Zr-4

Room Temperature
ense e emp

Elevated Temperature
le ense e

>C

I

Tl
I

00

I

Vl

* Elevated temperature value is not specified.

**Shear value is given since loading is in the shear mode.
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Table 5.2

Summary of Limitin Stress Conditions

1. Primary Membrane Stresses

(Design Limit is lower value BOL Cold
of BOL Hot

EOL Cold
EOL Hot

Stress
Intensity

Psl

Design Ratio of Stress
Limit Intensity to

~tt

2. Primary Membrane Plus Primary Bendin

(Design limit is lower value
of

(Stresses included in this
category are the general
membrane and ovality
stresses.)

3. Primary Plus Secondary

(Design limit is lower value
=of

(Stresses included in this
category are the stresses
from Item 2 above, plus
vibration, thermal gradient,
mechanical and thermal bow,
and spacer contact pressure.)

BOL Cold

BOL Hot
EOL Cold
EOL Hot

BOL Cold
BOL Hot
BOL Cold
BOL Hot



Table 5.3

Stress Intensity at Lower End Cap

Primary Membrane,
Design Limit:

Case 1

at Room Tem erature

(MPa)

Case 2

End Pellet at

PSl (MPa) PSl

Design Limits

(MPa)

Weld Joint Primary
Membrane Plus
Primary Bending,
Design Limit:

Weld Joint Primary
Plus Secondary,
Design Limit:
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Table 5.4

Power and Fast Flux History
(Pin with Maximum Dischar e Exposure)

Time During
Exposure

(hrs)

Peak Pin
Exposure

- (MWD/MT)

Peak Pin
Power

(kw/ft)
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Table 5.5

Dut Cycles
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Table 5.6

Cyclic Stress Summar

Duty Cycle
Actual Cycles Stress Amplitude

ni (KSI)
Allowable Cycles

Ni
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Figure 5.5 Mechanical Strength of ENC Zircaloy-4
Tubing Versus Temperature
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Figure 5.8 Effect of Fast Neutron
irradiation on the Radical
Properties of Zircalo<-2
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Figure 5.13 Contact Stress Finite Element Model
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Figure 5.14 View of Weld Joint Region Finite Element Model
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Figure 5.18 Zllustratian of Forces and Deflecticns
of Bowed Fuel Rods
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6. 0 THERMAL HYDRAULIC DESIGN ANALYSIS

6.1 DESIGN BASIS AND CRITERIA

The primary thermal hydraulic design basis for Exxon Nuclear

Company reload fuel is that fuel rod integrity should be maintained during

normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences. Specific criteria

are:

(1) Avoidance of boiling transition for the limiting fuel

rod in the core with at least a 955 probability at a 95K confidence level.

(2) Fuel centerline temperatures should be below the melting

point of the fuel pellets.

Observance of these criteria during anticipated operational

transients is considered conservative relative to the requirement that

anticipated operational transients not produce fuel rod failures or loss of

functional capability.

The margin to boiling transition for 17x17 fuel is assessed with

With this correlation, a

minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio, MDNBR, of provides 95K

probability against boiling transition with 95K confidence.

6. 2 MDNBR EVALUATION

The evaluation of margins to boiling transition, i.e., MDNBR, is

performed on a plant specific basis. This is necessary since,

normal full power operating conditions vary from plant to plant,

core response to anticipated operational occurrences and

accidents is plant specific,

thermal margins will depend upon the amount and type of

coresident fuel.
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Thus, for each plant, power peaking limits are established

to assure the thermal hydraulic criteria in respsect to DNBR are met.

6.3 FUEL CENTERLINE TEMPERATURE

Peak design linear heat generation rates (LHGR) for ENc 17x17 fuel

corresponding to maximum allowed limits on total peaking, Fq, are expected

to be less than This LHGR is about in other ENC PWR

reload fuel, and is well below the steady-state LHGR required for centerline

melt Thus, penetration of the centerline melt

criteria is not limiting for ENC 17x17 fuel.
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7.0 TESTING AND INSPECTION PLAN

7.1 QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL

Quality Assurance Programs and Quality Control Plans, concerning

both ENC manufacturing and testing and vendors who perform tests and inspections

on behalf of ENC are described in Topical Report XN-NF-1A, Revision 3,

"Quality and Fabrication", August 1980. This report has been previously

approved by the USNRC.
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